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           out

Behavioural science 
is undergoing new 
challenges as it 
evolves from academic 
discipline to broader 
application
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T he leaves are turning golden 
and despite September and 
October falling into the last 
quarter of the calendar, this 

time of year always feels like a fresh start, 
coinciding with the new academic year 
and sharpened pencils at the ready. 

No more so than this autumn, with 
restrictions having eased over the summer 
and a semblance of normality – dare I say 
‘business as usual’ – upon us. 

Yet while we may have been yearning 
for some aspects of normal life to resume, 
we should resist the urge to put on our 
comfort blankets.

It’s clear that we need to go beyond the 
‘business as usual’ mentality as a 
society – and as an industry – if we are to 
tackle our biggest challenges. 

As we have seen from this sector’s 
chameleon-like ability to adapt during 
the past 18 months, even small 
incremental changes in how we do things 
can go a long way. 

For this issue, it was interesting to hear 
from some of those involved in the 
creation of the market research 
apprenticeship (p50), which has been 
years in the making and will now help 
a new generation of researchers to join 
the sector. 

Not only will the apprenticeship forge 
a new path into the industry and usher in 
fresh thinking – a critical requirement 
in a post-pandemic jobs market – it is 
hoped that it will help to foster greater 
diversity and bolster the sector’s ability 
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to respond to its toughest challenges. 
Because only by supporting and 
encouraging young, diverse researchers 
will the industry truly flourish and be able 
to put its best foot forward – for its clients, 
its people and the wider world.  

Now, what is clear is that we must grasp 
the nettle of this opportunity; bold, 
decisive action is needed to ensure that 
young people in schools and colleges up 
and down the country have not only heard 
of market research, but want to come and 
work here. The time to shout from the 
rooftops is now.

The establishment of the apprenticeship 
reminds us that we can’t rest on our 
laurels, in spite of the challenges of the 
past 18 months. 

Elsewhere this issue, our Impact report 
(p14) focuses on the challenges 
behavioural science is facing as it branches 
out from its academic roots. 

As the report shows, the potential is 
huge and creative – its principles have 
been used to tackle issues as varied as 
flooding, vaccine hesitancy and 
preventing cervical cancer, with even a 
humble flower being used to address the 
latter. But growth comes with growing 
pains – including better communication 
of what behavioural science can do, and 
what it can’t – that must be overcome if 
that potential is to be fully understood 
and realised.

After all, learning is a lifelong process 
and addressing our growing pains can 
only make us stronger.
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  7

D aniel Kahnema n, in Thinking,  fast and  slow, recalls 
presenting to the board of directors of a large 
Fortune 500 company. Going around the table, he 
asks the  10 heads of the company’s separate 

divisions the same question: “Would you take a decision where, 
50% of the time, you would increase your division’s revenue and 
profits by 50%, but with the risk that 30% of the time your 
revenues and profits would fall by 30%?”

All but two of them would have declined these odds, even 
though they represented an expected gain. When asked why, 
they candidly explained that such a decision would mean that 
30% of the time they would lose their jobs. 

Sitting aghast at the end of the table is the chief executive. “But 
I’d want all of you to take those bets, simply because – on 
aggregate – the gains would easily outweigh the losses.”

To which they might have replied: “Yes, it would almost 
certainly be a great result for you, but terminal for three of us.”

There are lessons here about the 
problem of defensive decision-making in 
business. Quite simply, most business 
people are facing vastly more downside 
risk than upside opportunity. Hence, it’s 
hardly irrational for them to spend far 
more time dodging blame than chasing 
sensational success. The consequences 
of these two outcomes are often highly asymmetrical. 

Defensive decision-making is encapsulated in the famous phrase 
“Nobody ever got fired for buying IBM.” It must also be one of 
the greatest obstacles to the true value of customer research. 
The most valuable contribution to business made by research  – 
which is undoubtedly its role uncovering unexpected and 
counterintuitive truths about human behaviour  – must too often 
take a backseat to slavishly following a literal interpretation of 
what consumers say to allow the person commissioning it to 
defend an already safe decision. 

 As consumers are already predisposed to state an over-logical 
case for whatever it is they want, should this already over-
rationalised point of view be further magnified by the client’s 
urge to safely take everything at face value, we see a compounding 
bias at work. 

But there’s another lesson from Kahneman’s finding , which 
brings us to the field of systems thinking. Quite simply, in any 

complex system (a business, say) it is  not safe to assume that the 
HɅ�HFWLYHQHVV�RI�WKH�ZKROH�FDQ�EH�RSWLPLVHG�VLPSO\�E\�RSWLPLVLQJ�
its separate parts. This brings us to the question of scale. There 
is an appropriate scale at which many problems can be solved, 
and this scale is not necessarily the same scale at which the 
SUREOHP�SUHVHQWV�LWVHOI��<HW��LW�LV�ILHQGLVKO\�GLɆ��FXOW�LQ�D�GHIHQVLYH�
culture to propose solving a problem by anything other than 
direct intervention,  as it is more important to be seen to be 
tackling the problem than to truly solve it.

A great deal of pointless busy ness is created by this urge to 
seem productive as an individual, rather than contributing to the 
productivity of the whole. Someone who is always busy feels as 
WKRXJK�WKH\�DUH�RSHUDWLQJ�DW�PD[LPXP�HɆ��FLHQF\��<HW��IURP�WKH�
point of view of a system, one person’s busyness is another 
person’s bottleneck. If a document has to be processed 
sequentially by four of these eternally busy people, the item may 
take five or six days to traverse the bureaucracy, while, with a 

little slack in the system, it could be 
done in a day. W Edwards Deming, the 
great guru of Japanese manufacturing 
of the post-war era, spotted this: “In 
any system,” he argued, “there is an 
optimal level of slack, and it is never 
zero.” Yet a defensive actor regards 
evidence of slack as a failing. 

Incidentally, when debating the virtues and demerits of 
flexible working, it strikes me that the entire question is asked 
at the wrong scale: “Will my own employees be more 
productive if they are allowed to work remotely?” But there’s 
DQ�DOWRJHWKHU�GLɅ�HUHQW�TXHVWLRQ��ZKLFK�LV���±:KDW�DUH�WKH�
prospects for our business if more of our customers are allowed 
to work remotely?” 

The consumer economy might well benefit significantly from 
having vastly more discretionary income kicking around once 
people no longer have to commute or spend a fortune living 
close to their place of work. The gains we obtain through 
making our customers richer may easily outweigh any losses in 
WKH�SURGXFWLYLW\�RI�RɆ��FH�ZRUN��,I�WKLV�VHHPV�FRPSOHWHO\�PDG��
bear in mind that Henry Ford spotted this same thing around 
100 years ago, when he introduced the two-day weekend for his 
VWDɅ���+H�GLG�LW�QRW�RXW�RI�DOWUXLVP��EXW�VLPSO\�EHFDXVH�D�WZR�GD\�
weekend made it worthwhile to own a car.

“Defensive decision-making 
must be one of the greatest 
obstacles to the true value 

of customer research”

When gains 
outweigh 

losses
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“2.4 billion 
people globally 

could join the 
middle classes 

by 2030” 

(p10)

“Poverty rates 
in Tanzania fell 

from 64% in 2015 to 
47.4% in 2017” 

(p10)

“68% of young 
people in Wales said 
 they found it��$Ȃ� $�0'/�
� - #�2&-*�2�(�ޔ�*/

they live”
(p12)

“People are not 
˔˦�Ё� ˥˘˗�˨ˣ�˔˦�ˬˢ˨�

would think – they 
are just getting on 

with their lives”

(p11)

World view News, analysis and insights from around the globe, 
edited by Liam Kay

�# - �2 - фту�) 2.+�+ -�
�-/$�' .published in 2020 that 
mentioned a����0'/0- �2�-

(p11)

46% of Chinese 
respondents said “less 

pollution” when asked to 
define sustainability 

(p13)
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10  

  World view  Tanzania

The Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) produces 
an annual World Giving Index, documenting 
which nations’ populations give away the 
most money, volunteer and undertake 
other charitable activities. While the report 
gives a broad overview of the global picture, 
the challenge for CAF is how to understand 
what is happening on the ground, 
particularly in countries that are less rich 
and globally connected.

As part of this goal, CAF employed Ipsos 
Mori to research the attitudes to charities 
and charitable giving in Tanzania, with the 
support of the Aga Khan Foundation, CS 
Mott Foundation and the UK National 
Lottery Community Fund. The project 
examined individual giving, the likely impact 
of the expansion of the middle classes in the 
developing world on charitable giving, and 
the context in which charities operated, such 
as government regulations, in Tanzania, as 
part of a series of similar projects in South 
Africa, Uganda and Kenya. 

Sameera Mehra, head of global alliance 
and international networks at CAF, says that 
the reason for examining charitable giving 
was to gauge the strength of civil society in 
��)5�)$�я���(ݦ�#/*)�$�''4��)��2$/#$)�.*�$ /4ю�
“We see civil society and charitable giving as 
two sides of the same coin, and they are 
quite interconnected,” she explains. “We 
were looking at how models have worked in 
certain countries, and how we identify where 
we could be partnering with local 
organisations to grow giving.”

The researchers conducted desk research 
on the policies and enabling environment in 
Tanzania. Informal interviews then took 

Research from the Charities 
Aid Foundation and Ipsos Mori 
project examined the past, 
present and future of the 
Tanzanian charity sector.  
By Liam Kay

Growing  
giving

O� CAF estimates that 2.4 billion 

people worldwide could join the 

middle classes by 2030

O� If all those 2.4 billion donated 

0.5% of their spending, $319bn 

would be raised annually

O� Poverty rates in Tanzania have 

fallen from 64% in 2015 to 47.4% 

in 2017.

Source: ‘Growing Giving in Tanzania’ report, 
CAF, 2020

place with local and regional policy experts, 
followed by 10 qualitative interviews with 
local and national civil society organisations, 
including a mix of small, medium and large 
organisations, some in cities and some rural, 
and across a range of causes. 

The researchers conducted a focus group 
with middle-class people, determined using 
a screening tool based on a 2018 Ipsos study 
on Africa’s rising middle class, and 300 
quantitative interviews also took place in the 
Tanzanian cities of Dar es Salaam, Arusha 
and Mwanza. Finally, two cross-sector 
2*-&.#*+.�$)1 ./$"�� (*�я."($�(ݦ� #/�� /
with development professionals in London 
and the other with 60 people from local 
organisations held in Nairobi, Kenya.

The research found that the average 
middle-class Tanzanian gave away 24% of 
their monthly income, much of it through 
0)*Ȃ$�$�'�-*0/ .�.0�#��.�# '+$)"�!�($'4я�
friends and the local community. “A lot is 
happening informally, and takes very 
�$Ȃ - )/�!*-(.я�.0�#��.�$)ѣ&$)���*)�/$*).я�
volunteering and time,” says Mehra. “During 
Covid-19, it became an informal welfare 
system, like a safety net.

“A lot of giving is what we call informal – it 
is giving to family, extended family and 
community. We sometimes miss capturing 
that. We wanted to get a robust and deep 
understanding of what already exists.”

The results have helped inform 
recommendations for government, funders 
and charities to strengthen the charity sector 
in Tanzania. A big issue raised is trust in and 
legitimacy of civil society organisations, a 
problem highlighted in the past year – for 

example, the Tanzanian government has 
cracked down on organisations helping with 
Covid-19, as it denies it is a problem in the 
country and has been trying to suppress 
organisations examining the extent of the 
issue. There is a lack of understanding of 
how civil society works and funding it needs, 
says Mehra, and networks are required to 
make it easier for donors to give, and for 
charities to access these funds.

Mehra says the next step is to get more 
�$3 ݧ' �!0)�$)"�$)/*���)5�)$�я�$)�'0�$)"�
covering core costs via infrastructure bodies 
that help provide the “backbone” of the 
charity sector and create the right funding 
environment. Work is ongoing to increase 
awareness of tax incentives for charities in 
the country – “one part is creating awareness 
that they exist, and the other part is making 
them easy to access,” explains Mehra. 

With civil society still in a vulnerable place 
in Tanzania, Mehra is aware there is a long 
road ahead to put the right policies in place: 
“The challenge now is what is going to stick, 
and what we need to do to make it stick.” 
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UK & US  World view  

At the Republican National Convention in 
1992, Pat Buchanan spoke about a “cultural 
war” equating to a “struggle for the soul 
of America”.

James Davison Hunter’s 1991 book, 
�0'/0- ���-.ǻ��# ��/-0""' �/*�� ͗) �
America, explained ‘culture wars’ as a 
�$- )�� (ݦ ��*/� '""0-/.�)�+0�'$��'$! �
between progressives and the orthodox, 
while in the UK, many in the media have 
���� #/�)*-!�(*$/$(ݦ ��.$#/�/-*+)$�*/�� $-/
wholesale. ‘Culture wars’ today can be 
broadly seen as referring to the battles 
� /2  )�' ȅ��)��-$"#/�2$)".�*!�+*'$/$�.��)��
society – Democrats vs Republicans in the 
���*-я�$)�- �.$)"'4я�- (�$)�1.�' �1 �$)�/# �
UK, according to the 2018 NatCen report, 
�# ��(*/$*)�'� "��4�*!��- 3$/. Recent use 
of the term has surged. In 2015, there were 
21 articles in mainstream UK newspapers 
that mentioned a UK culture war, while, by 
2020, there were 534, according to King’s 
College London research. 
�0.$) .. .��- �*ȅ )���0"#/�$)�/# �

middle. Last year, Coca-Cola condemned a 
1*/$)"�'�2�$)�/# ����./�/ �*!�� *-"$�я�2#$�#�
followed pressure from activists concerned 
/#�/�/# �'�2�2*0'��0)!�$-'4��Ȃ �/�/# �./�/ њ.�
black population, but led to a backlash 
from Republicans. 
�*��4��0Ȃ4я��$- �/*-�*!�/# ��*'$�4�
)./$/0/ �

at King’s, says the notion of a culture war is 

The ‘culture wars’ 
phenomenon may not be 
as widespread in the UK 
as in the US, but brands 
may still need to tread 
carefully. By Liam Kay

Across  
the divide

O��
)�/# ���я�ЧЫڔ�*!�� ) -�/$*)��� 

(born after 1996) are in favour of 

additional gender options on forms, 

�*(+�- ��2$/#�ХФڔ�*!�/# ��$' )/�

� ) -�/$*)�ѰУЫФЪѣУЫЦЧѱ�Ѱ� 2�

Research Center, 2018)

O��ЧТڔ�*!��-$/$.#�+ *+' �#�1 �)*/�# �-��

of the term ‘woke’ (King’s, 2021)

O��ФЫڔ�*!�- (�$)�.0++*-/ -.�.�4�

it’s hard to be friends with people 

2#*�1*/ ��' �1 я��*(+�- ��2$/#�Щڔ�

of leavers (King’s, 2021).

)*/��.�2$� .+- ���$)�/# �����.�$/�$.�$)�/# ���я�
with its two-party political system.

“It is important to realise what the 
Americans understand by culture wars – it 
is not disagreement, or even fractious 
disagreement, but it is about two entirely 
�$Ȃ - )/�2*-'��1$ 2.�/#�/��- �- �''4��$Ȃ$�0'/�
to reconcile and compromise around,” 
�0Ȃ4�.�4.ю�ћ
)�/# ���я�/# - �$.���(0�#�(*- �
nuanced picture of fragmented groups 
rather than two, big, warring monoliths.”

Other research has questioned whether 
/# ����+*+0'�/$*)�$.���/0�''4�.+'$/�� /2  )�
two warring tribes. The 2018 	$�� )��-$� .�
report, by pluralist campaign group More in 
�*((*)я�.0"" ./ ��/#�/�Ъڔ�*!�����$/$5 ).�
�- �љ+-*"- ..$1 ���/$1$./.њя�2$/#�УЫڔ��)��Шڔ�
as ‘traditional conservatives’ and ‘devoted 
conservatives’ respectively. The remaining 
ШЩڔ�ѥ�. +�-�/ ��$)/*�!*0-�"-*0+.�ѥ�$.�
classed as the ‘exhausted majority’ who 
avoid cultural battles.

However, the report does show the depth 
of antipathy between the two extremes, 
based on a representative survey of 8,000 
+ *+' ю��*-� 3�(+' я�ЫЫ1$.. -"*-+�!*�ڔ �
activists included in the sample thought 
$(($"-�/$*)�2�.���+*.$/$1 я�2#$' �ЫТڔ�*!�
devoted conservatives stated immigration 
had a negative impact. 
�0Ȃ4њ.�- . �-�#я�+0�'$.# ��$)��0) �ФТФУя�

suggests there are four broad UK groups: 

‘traditionalists’ and ‘progressives’, which 
comprise a quarter of the population each 
and represent the two wings of the ‘culture 
wars’, as well as the ‘disengaged’, and 
‘moderates’, representing the other half of 
/# �+*+0'�/$*)ю��0Ȃ4�.�4.�#$.�- . �-�#�
suggests a large proportion of the 
population is not heavily engaged in 
cultural warfare covered in the media, such 
�.�*)�-��$�'�$) ,0�'$/4�*-�0��я./#"$-�ک���/�
there is more disagreement on recent 
political and social movements such as 
trans rights or Black Lives Matter.

“We hear a lot about the extremes,” says 
�0Ȃ4ю�ћ� *+' ��- �)*/����+�0� -ݦ�..0*�4�
would think from the rhetoric – they are just 
getting on with their lives and these cultural 
issues are not their day-to-day concerns. 
It is not entirely media made or politics 
driven – there are some actual issues, so we 
need to take it seriously, but there are not 
as strong feelings either side of the divide.”
� *+' �*)�/# � 3/- ( �' ȅ��)��-$"#/��- �

very vocal, however, meaning that brands 
need to tread carefully when navigating any 
potentially controversial issues that arise. 
Hollie Jones, head of agency at Crowd 
���њ.�� 2��*-&�*Ȃ$� я��-"0 .��*(+�)$ .�
need to demonstrate they follow principles 
they espouse, and avoid “tokenistic 
displays of support and advocacy”, adding: 
“Consumers see through things and do 
their research now. You can’t just claim a 
value – you have to live and breathe it.”
�0Ȃ4����.�/#�/�#�'!ѣ# �-/ ����/$*).���)�

also damage corporate reputations. “It is 
not just about communication and what 
debates you get into – your own behaviour 
needs to be really aligned with that or you 
get picked up very quickly for hypocrisy.”
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  World view  UK

12  

farmers drive to a lay-by down the road to 
join a focus group from their smartphones, 
sitting in their trucks. One of these projects 
was for agricultural technology start-up 
CropSafe, which is creating an app to help 
farmers predict weather and soil 
conditions for harvesting. Farmers from 
the Scottish Highlands, Northern Ireland, 
mid-Wales, Cumbria, Norfolk and Devon 
came together online to share feedback 
on their month-long trial of the app.

One interesting insight that came out  
of these groups is that farmers may not  
be as concerned about data privacy  
issues as other consumer groups. In 
response to a question about GPS tracking 
built into an app, one participant said:  
“I’m not too bothered if people know 
2#$�
��' ݦ�#њ(�$)юќ

In fact, we have found that farmers are 
becoming more and more tech-savvy with 
the rapid rise of agricultural technology 
and the rollout of 4G across rural areas. 
FieldMouse Research launched its Opinion 

Harvester panel in partnership with 
Alligator Digital earlier this year to allow 
farmers to provide their views for research.

In an online survey for research 
undertaken on rural youth in Wales, 
funded by the Henry Plumb Foundation, 
89% of respondents said they still live in 
the place where they grew up. However, 
60% are considering moving to a town or 
city, as 68% of respondents said they 
!*0)��$/��$Ȃ$��4 #/� - #�2&-*�2�(ݦ�*/�/'0
lived. Only 11% positively stated that they 
“have a say in the way that decisions are 
(�� �$)�-0-�'���' .ќю

With 80% of young people in Wales 
agreeing that “the Welsh language and its 
!0/0- �$.�1 -4�$(+*-/�)/ќя�#*2�*ȅ )��*�
researchers consider Welsh speakers as a 
minority group with a distinct cultural 
identity that frequently attracts prejudice, 
and ensure inclusion? The same, of 
course, is also true of Gaelic speakers 
in Scotland.

“Speaking Welsh and going through 
school in Welsh, I’m sure I’ve had so many 
more opportunities than a non-Welsh 
.+ �& -�2*0'��#�1 яќ�.�$��*) �
respondent. Only three per cent of those 
surveyed spoke no Welsh at all.

Other major issues raised by young 
participants in Wales are shared with 
many other rural areas across the UK. For 
example, it was felt that bus timetables are 
targeted towards the older generation, 
leaving younger people reliant on having 
/# $-�*2)���-�*-�" //$)"���'$ȅю�� �*)��
homes were also raised, and it was felt 
that the government should legislate to 
 ).0- �#*( .��- ��Ȃ*-���' �!*-�+ *+' �
who wish to live and work in the area 
where they grew up.

We’ll only know that rural voices are 
heard in the research industry when focus 
groups are recruited in Cornwall or 
Northumberland on, for example, a new 
brand of biscuit or cat food for a client in 
the fast-moving consumer goods sector.

  Paul Flatters and Sarah Morris are the 
co-founders of FieldMouse Research

Listening to rural voices
Fieldwork under lockdown had several benefits 
for research in rural areas, particularly in Wales. 
By Paul Flatters and Sarah Morris

“I don’t think I’ve ever had the opportunity 
/*�1*$� �(4�*+$)$*)�*)�-0-�'���' .�� !*- юќ�
This comment was made in an online 
focus group conducted as part of a study 
on rural youth in Wales, led by 
$)� + )� )/��*).0'/��- -*/��(*ݦ��/(
Jones. Tired of the lack of research 
undertaken on rural young people in 
the nation, the study focused on young  
people, aged 16 to 28, living, working 
or studying in rural Wales, and the 
report highlights their views, needs 
and aspirations.
�)�0) 3+ �/ ����+� #/�!*�/ݦ ( )� ($��

was the variety of participants it allowed 
to recruit. For example, one group of six 
for the research on rural youth in Wales 
included a student from Ynys Môn 
(Anglesey), a farmer from Sir Benfro 
(Pembrokeshire), and a single mum from 
Cwmbrân. Would these articulate young 
participants ever have ended up in the 
same focus group without Zoom?
���*'�/.-ݦ� #/�(4�$'-&�*2)я�2 �#���

�0-� �&-*2�' ޔ�'
�*.��)���*)ҁ/.ѷ
�*
O� Interview by telephone 

and post out material
O� Expect participants to 

have never taken part in 
research before.

�*)ҁ/
O� Wait for a ‘rural issue’ 

project to turn up – 
include a rural quota in 
�ю&-*2�' ݦ�''
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UK, US & China  World view  

At the end of the promenade in Penzance in 
Cornwall, site of this year’s G7 summit, sits 
/# ���њ.0*�/.-�ݦ�/�**-�" */# -(�'�+**'ю��# �
Jubilee Pool, an art deco lido built in the 
1930s, reopened in 2018 fuelled entirely by 
- ) 2��' � ) -"4ю��
��-*..�/# �2*-'�я�' �� -.��- �"-�++'$)"�

2$/#��'$(�/ ��#�)" ю��*-� 3�(+' я��$�
�$)+$)"�'�./�4 �-�- ѣ (+#�.$. ���#$)�њ.�
�*(($/( )/�/*���++$)"��)��- �0�$)"�
��-�*)� ($..$*).ю��# �,0 ./$*)�$.ѐ�2#�/��*�
�*).0( -.�/#$)&���*0/�.0./�$)��$'$/4ѕ��#$.�
2�.�/# �,0 ./$*)���((�2�)/ ��/*��).2 -�
with our sustainability project, which used 
���*(�$)�/$*)�*!�УЧ�*)'$) � /#)*"-�+#$ .�
and a ‘500 person per country’ survey 
across the US, UK and China, in addition to 
�*/#�.*�$�'��)���*)/ )/�'$./ )$)"�Ѱ�)�'4.$)"�
/# ��*)/ )/�*!��-�)����1 -/$.$)"ѱю
�*./�+ *+' �ѰЩЫڔѱ���-*..�/#*. �(�-& /.�

!  '�.0./�$)��$'$/4�$.�$(+*-/�)/ю��*./�+ *+' �
ѰШТڔѱ��'.*�!  '�/#�/�.0./�$)��$'$/4�#�.�
become even more important over the past 
4 �-ю�� -#�+.�/# �+�)� ($���- �/ ����
. ). �*!�!-�"$'$/4���*0/�/# �2*-'�я�2#$�#�
#�.�#�'* ��*1 -�/*�/# �+'�) /ю��-�+ -#�+.�
people found purpose in sustainable 
� #�1$*0-.��/���/$( �2# - � 1 -4/#$)"� '. �
! '/���'$//' �'*./ю��#�/ 1 -�/# �- �.*)я�/# �
( ..�" �$.��' �-ѐ�)*2�$.�/# �/$( �/*�� �

Sustainability is a major 
global issue, but it means 
di! erent things for brands and 
consumers in China, the UK 
and the US. By Mark Potts

New hope

O��ЩЫڔ�*!��*).0( -.�.�4�

sustainability is important 

to them

O��ШТڔ��"-  �/#�/�.0./�$)��$'$/4�#�.�

increased in importance to them 

this year

O��ЧЪڔ�.�4�/# 4њ1 �- �0� ��

household waste over the past 

/#-  �4 �-.ю

Source: Bamm research in the UK, 
US and China

 )"�"$)"�+ *+' ��-*0)��.0./�$)��$'$/4ю
However, ‘sustainability’ is an amorphous 

/ -(��)��( �).�'*/.�*!�/#$)".�/*��$Ȃ� - )/�
+ *+' ю��# ��)$/ ����/$*).я�!*-� 3�(+' я�
has a breadth of activities within its 17 
љ.0./�$)��' �� 1 '*+( )/�"*�'.њ�$)�'0�$)"�
�- �.�.0�#��.�$)�- �.$)"�" )� -� ,0�'$/4я�
- �0�$)"�+*1 -/4я��)��"'*��'�+ �� ю��#�/њ.�
clear from our study is that consumers have 
���$Ȃ� - )/я�/$"#/ -�+ -.+ �/$1 �/#�/�$.�(0�#�
(*- �*-$ )/�/ ���-*0)��2�./ ��)��)�/0- ю�
�# �/*+�/#$)".�.0./�$)��$'$/4�( �).�/*�
�*).0( -.�$.�ћ- �0�$)"�2�./ !0') ..ќ�
ѰЦТڔѱя�ћ&  +$)"�)�/0-�'�.4./ (.�$)���'�)� ќ�
ѰХЪڔѱя��)��ћ'**&$)"��ȅ� -�/# �2*-'�ќ�ѰХШڔѱю�
�)'4�1 -4�! 2��..*�$�/ �/# �.+�� �2$/#�/# �
���"*�'.�ѥ�!*-� 3�(+' я�ћ- �0�$)"�+*1 -/4ќ�
ѰУУڔѱя�ћ"'*��'�+ �� ќ�ѰУУڔѱя�*-�ћ ,0�'$/4�!*-�
 1 -4*) ќ�ѰУЦڔѱю
� �-�)�/ 3/��)�'4.$.�*!�ХФ�.0./�$)��$'$/4�

1$� *���.�!-*(��$"��-�)�.�*1 -�/# �+�./�
4 �-ю��*-��-�)�.я�.0./�$)��$'$/4�( ..�"$)"�
/ )�.�/*�� ��-*0)��/# ��'$(�/ ��)�� ) -"4ю�
��� .�0.(0*(� �1ݦ�+*/� #��-*..�/#*. �
��1 -/.�2 - �ћ+ *+' ќя�ћ ) -"4ќя�ћ2*-'�ќя�
ћ��-�*)ќя�ћ ' �/-$�$/4ќю��*-��*).0( -.я�
.0./�$)��$'$/4�$.�.,0�- '4���*0/�2�./ !0') ..�
�)��- �4�'$)"я���ѐ - �2.(0*(� �1ݦ�+*/� #/��(
ћ )1$-*)( )/ќя�ћ- .*0-� .ќя�ћ- �4�' ќя�
ћ2�./ ќя�ћ+'�) /ќ����*-�$)"�/*�*+ )ѣ )� ��
.0-1 4�- .+*). .ю��# �,0 ./$*)�!*-��-�)�.�$.�
should they tack to how consumers 
currently think about sustainability, or 
�( �0ݧ($�*/�&**'�4 #/��'0*#. �/# $-�*+$)$*)ѕ
�# �- . �-�#��'.*�!*0)��/#�/�!*-��#$) . �

people, sustainability is more directly 
'$)& ��/*�+*''0/$*)��)��'**&$)"��ȅ� -�/# $-�

country, driven in part by air and water 
,0�'$/4�$..0 .�$)�/# �- � )/�+�./ю��*-�*0-�
,0 ./$*)�ћ�#�/��* .�.0./�$)��$'$/4�( �)�/*�
4*0ѕќя�ЦШڔ�*!��#$) . �- .+*)� )/.�.�$��
ћ' ..�+*''0/$*)ќ�1 -.0.�ХЧڔ�$)�/# �����)��
ФЩڔ�*!��( -$��).ю��# �- . �-�#��'.*�!*0)��
ЦТڔ�*!��#$) . �- .+*)� )/.�.�$��ћ'**&$)"�
�ȅ� -�4*0-��*0)/-4ќ�1 -.0.�ФХڔ�$)�/# ����
�)��ФФڔ�$)�/# ���ю

)��#$)�я�/ �#)*'*"4�$.���(�-& -�*!�#*2�

sustainable a company is, more so than in 
*/# -��*0)/-$ .�Ѱ# - �/# ��#$) . �
consumer may be ahead of the other 
(�-& /.ѱю��*-�/# �,0 ./$*)�ћ�#�/њ.�(*./�
$(+*-/�)/�/*�4*0�2# )��*).$� -$)"�
2# /# -����*(+�)4�$.�.0./�$)��' ѕќя�ХФڔ�
in China say “that the company provides 
*-�0. .�/ �#)*'*"4�/#�/�# '+.�
.0./�$)��$'$/4ќ�1 -.0.�УХڔ�$)�/# �����)��
УШڔ�$)�/# ���ю�
�#$.�.#$ȅ��$)� (*/$*).��-*0)��

.0./�$)��$'$/4�.  (.�/*�� ��*($)"�!-*(�

. 1 -�'�+'�� .ю��$-./я�/# - њ.���. ). �/#�/�$!�
2 ���)�" /�/#-*0"#��*1$�ѣУЫ�2 ���)�" /�
/#-*0"#��)4/#$)"ю�� �*)�я�/# - њ.���. ). �
*!�� '*)"$)"�/#�/�.  (.�/*�#�1 �"$1 )�
+ *+' ���!  '$)"�*!�+0-+*. ��)��+-$� ю��)��
/#$-�я�/# - ��- �(*- �#*+ !0'�( ..�" .��)��
�( �0ݧ($ -.�*0/�/# - ��-*0)��.0./�$)��$'$/4�
2#*��- �.#*2$)"�/#�/�/#$)".���)��#�)" ю�
�# �( ..�" �*1 -�''�$.��' �-�!*-��-�)�.ѐ�

/�& �.0./�$)��$'$/4�. -$*0.'4ю��  /�
�*).0( -.њ�"-*2$)"�!*�0.�*)�/# �.+�� ю�
� �$� �2# /# -�/*�' �����( �0ݧ($��( �2$/#�
( ..�"$)"��-*0)�� ) -"4��)���'$(�/ я�*-�
incorporate more of a ‘waste reduction’ 
�++-*��#ю��)�я�2#�/ 1 -�4*0��*я�"*�
!*-2�-��2$/#�#*+ ��)��� / -($)�/$*)ю

  Mark Potts is chief strategic o! icer 
at Bamm
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As behavioural science grows from its academic roots to 
become more applicable for wider use, it must address a 
new set of challenges and opportunities. Elen Lewis reports

escaped from an aquarium and endangering hundreds 
of species. Behavioural science helped to solve the 
issue with a beautifully simple idea – eat it. By 
working with Colombian chefs and creating an 
entirely new supply chain, Colombians were 
encouraged to eat the lionfish, depleting its numbers. 
With 80% of the country’s population Catholic, even 
local priests were encouraging their congregations to 

try lionfish for their Lent and Easter 
dinners. Colombians ate one species and 
saved thousands in return. 

There are 300 behavioural science 
teams (and counting) in governments, 
businesses and organisations globally 
– the discipline has expanded greatly. 
However, with growth come growing 
pains. As behavioural science travels 

on its journey from academic wizardry into a 
VWDQGDUGLVHG�SUDFWLFH�WKDW�FDQ�EH�DSSOLHG�HɅHFWLYHO\�LQ�
the commercial world, it faces a new set of challenges. 

“We’ve been making it up as we go along. We’re 
taking what we know about business, marketing and 
public sector challenges and bringing it together with 
academics. The growing pains are simply there 
because it’s a new field and some of the best practice 
hasn’t emerged yet,” says Tara Austin, consulting 
director, behavioural science practice, Ogilvy. Austin 
was a founding member of Ogilvy Change, the 
agency’s behavioural change practice, and was behind 
an experiment to reduce antisocial behaviour in 
Greenwich after the London riots by painting babies’ 
faces on shop shutters. 

Independent behavioural scientist Nisa Bayindir 
agrees that there are growing pains happening with 
applied behavioural science. “This is an area that 

The growing pains of 
behavioural science

  Impact report

14  

B ehavioural science is no longer a 
peripheral activity. From nudging 
people to make better choices about 
health and helping to combat climate 
change, to empowering the business 

world to better understand consumer behaviour, this 
discipline is influencing many areas of life. 

There’s no question that best practice in this 
discipline has a magical potency. These 
examples are almost Disney-like in 
their impeccable storytelling. Take the 
Colombian Ministry of the 
Environment and Sustainable 
Development’s work with Ogilvy on 
the problem of the pesky lionfish, 

Sponsor

“We’ve been making it up 
as we go along… some of 
the best practice hasn’t 

emerged yet” 

14  
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The Flower of Life 
In Brazil, the women of the Amazonian 
rainforests are three times more likely 
to have cervical cancer than the rest 
of the population. But in an area deep 
in the forest, with no roads or mobile 
phone signals, and low literacy rates, 
the Brazilian health department was 
struggling to come up with a solution 
to remind women to have regular 
pap (smear) tests. 

Traditional communication – such 
˔˦�˟˘˔Ђ˘˧˦ʟ�ˣˢ˦˧˘˥˦�ˢ˥�ˢ˧˛˘˥�
advertising media – would not have 

an impact with this audience. 
A ‘nudge’ to drive change needed 
to be culturally resonant. Plants 
were already relied upon by 
local communities for sustenance 
and medicine, so nature offered 
a creative intervention to help 
change behaviour. 

The Flower of Life is an orchid from 
the cattleya hybrid that blooms once 
a year. More than 5,000 were 
distributed to Amazonian women 
through social workers, health 

department workers and local events, 
impacting one million women. 

ʷ˘˩˘˟ˢˣ˘˗�˜ˡ�˕˔˧˖˛˘˦ʟ�˧˛˘�Ђˢ˪˘˥˦�
bloom at different times each year, 
so as not to overload the health 
˦˘˥˩˜˖˘ʡ��ˇ˛˘�˪ˢˠ˘ˡ�˦˔ˬ�˧˛˘�Ђˢ˪˘˥�
acts like a calendar, reminding them 
to attend a clinic for their annual 
gynaecological exams. 

The Flower of Life message was 
created by Ogilvy Brazil for Hermes 
Pardini Laboratories and Para State 
Department of Health. 
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draws a lot of attention,” she says, “but clients don’t 
know what to do or how to integrate it into strategic 
research development.” 

Bayindir wants to see more behavioural science 
education among clients and agencies. “They [clients] 
GRQ´W�NQRZ�ZKDW�EHKDYLRXUDO�VFLHQFH�FDQ�RɅHU�WKDW�
quant or qual can’t. Companies need to decide what 
WKHLU�RɅHULQJ�ZLOO�EH��,V�LW�DFWLRQ�RULHQWDWHG�¯�KRZ�WR�
get consumers from A to B? Or is it about 
understanding why something is being done or not 
done by consumers?” 
%D\LQGLU�KDV�D�XVHIXO�DQDORJ\�WR�GLɅHUHQWLDWH�

between behavioural science and quantitative and 
qualitative research. Behavioural science allows you 
to see a map of a whole city, while qual and quant 
help you zoom into one street. 

Better communication about the value of 
behavioural science can put everyone on an even 
playing field, argues consultant Richard Shotton, 
author of The Choice Factory. “Experts need to 
FRPPXQLFDWH�DV�VLPSO\�DV�SRVVLEOH��,W�GRHVQ´W�KDYH�
to be complicated. You can explain everything in 
two minutes.” 

Behavioural science defined
One of the ‘growing pain’ issues with behavioural 
science is a misunderstanding about what it really 
LV��,W´V�EHVW�WR�FRQVLGHU�EHKDYLRXUDO�VFLHQFH�DV�DQ�
XPEUHOOD�WHUP�IRU�PDQ\�GLɅHUHQW�GLVFLSOLQHV�WKDW�
combine to give a greater understanding of 
human behaviour. 

These might include economics, consumer 
psychology, neuroscience, marketing psychology, 
MXGJHPHQW��VRFLDO�VFLHQFH��GHFLVLRQ�PDNLQJ��VRFLRORJ\��
DQWKURSRORJ\��DQG�PRUH��±,W�LV�WKH�FURVV�GLVFLSOLQDU\��
RSHQ�PLQGHG�VFLHQFH�RI�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ�KRZ�SHRSOH�

EHKDYH��,W�FURVV�IHUWLOLVHV��DQG�EULQJV�FORVHU�WRJHWKHU��
insights and methods from a variety of fields and 
disciplines,” says Matteo Galizzi, associate 
professor of behavioural science at the London School 
of Economics.
,W�ZDVQ´W�ORQJ�DJR��IRU�H[DPSOH��WKDW�EHKDYLRXUDO�

science was more widely known as behavioural 
economics, but this semantic shift seems to be 
LQGLFDWLYH�RI�WKH�HYROXWLRQ�RI�WKH�GLVFLSOLQH��,PSOLFLWO\�
renaming behavioural economics as behavioural 
science widens its influence and practice. 

“Over the past six to seven years, there’s been a 
worry that what we communicate as an industry has 
been hollowed out and reduced to a collection of 
EX]]ZRUGV�²�VD\V�,DQ�0XUUD\��FR�IRXQGHU�RI�+RXVH����
“Behavioural economics is a term we think twice 
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about using because the popular interpretation is that 
it’s become how to figure out which button to press to 
control people. That implication has led to a reductive 
and damaging culture.” 

Ogilvy’s Austin is convinced that language is a key 
challenge facing behavioural science 
today. “Our language doesn’t marry up 
to our thinking,” she says. “It’s like the 
Sapir–Whorf hypothesis – if we don’t 
have a word for something, we can’t 
understand it. Our language of how we 
categorise interventions is not there.”

Austin points out that there are big 
GLɅHUHQFHV�EHWZHHQ�EHKDYLRXUDO�VFLHQFH�
interventions such as price framing, 
procedural change or a physical 
intervention. While price framing might 
result in a brand anchoring value in a 
comparison – by framing a monthly 
gym membership as the same value as 10 flat whites, 
for example – procedural change might be seen 
when a form moves from being opt-in to opt-out 
to encourage a particular behaviour. In 2015, 
for instance, when UK workplace pensions 
changed to become opt-out, more than nine million 

UK employees began saving for their retirement.
In contrast, a physical intervention to encourage 

abattoir employees to wash their hands by 
stamping them with a sticky ink print of a picture of 
salmonella as they enter work, which then needs to be 

ZDVKHG�RɅ��IHHOV�YHU\�GLɅHUHQW��<HW�
these interventions are described in the 
same terms. 

Replication crisis
Another growing pain for behavioural 
science is the replication crisis. After 
the Nosek study in 2015, when Brian 
Nosek’s lab was unable to reproduce 
findings after replicating 100 studies 
from three psychology journals, 
replication of studies have been put 
under the microscope. It’s important to 
note that behavioural science is not 

alone; there is a replication crisis in other fields, too, 
including cancer research and economics. 

Shotton, however, believes the replication crisis has 
a positive side. “This is an evolving discipline getting 
rid of bogus findings,” he says. “As long as people are 
learning and we’re stopping reference to studies 
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“We need to keep asking 
ourselves, ‘what are we 
trying to do with this?’ 
If we’re not careful, we 
end up having a values 

and beliefs conversation, 
rather than an outcome 

conversation”
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found not to be true, then the psychology is becoming 
more powerful.” 

Alongside replication, academic psychology 
experiments face criticism because of the ‘weird’ 
phenomenon. Participants of academic research are 
overwhelmingly ‘weird’ – that is to say, western, 
educated, and from industrialised, rich and 
democratic countries. They also tend to be college 
students from the US. This lack of diversity of the 
source of data shines a new light on many findings, 
suggesting it is not a world view.

While Murray is concerned about the lack of 
diversity and inclusion in the data, he believes this 
questioning is only a crisis if behavioural scientists 
take everything at face value. “Our industry needs to 
be more discriminating about the science rather than 
applying popular greatest hits without thinking deeply 
about it,” he says. “We have an opportunity to help 

move the science forward by testing frameworks using 
mass samples. We should be participants of the 
science rather than uncritical clients of the science.” 

Working with Thinkbox, for example, House51 
replicated a small, academic biology experiment on 
the idea of costly signalling with a large, nationally 
representative sample of 3,000. In the field of 
advertising, this theory can help to explain the 
success of large sponsorship deals or the appeal of a 
Super Bowl ad. Costly signalling – the idea of 
the peacock tail – is harder to fake and, therefore, 
more believable. 

Thinkbox wanted to make a similar link with TV as 
DQ�HɅHFWLYH��SUHPLXP�DG�FKDQQHO��:KLOH�WKH�VFLHQFH�
suggested this should be the case, it was a calculated 
risk, but the research confirmed that TV remained a 
good place to invest marketing budget, even alongside 
social media. Moreover, the costly signal for TV was 
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just as strong for 16- to 24-year-olds versus social 
media as a channel. “If you do something rigorously 
and in a way that moves the science on, there has to 
be a commercial edge,” adds Murray. 

Sometimes, it feels as if behavioural science might 
just change the world and make it a better place. 
Stories in this discipline are seductive and powerful 
because, often, the best examples of the practice 
happen in the public health space – such as reducing 
child mortality in the Ecuadorian 
Andes, where more than 300,000 
FKLOGUHQ�VXɅHU�IURP�FKURQLF�
malnutrition. Living in isolation, far 
from health centres and with a cultural 
mistrust of modern medicine, many 
of these children’s health problems 
are undiagnosed. 

Using the sikinchi, the blankets local 
mothers use to carry their children on 
WKHLU�EDFNV��GLɅHUHQW�SDWWHUQV�LQ�ORFDO�
GLDOHFW�PDUNHG�RXW�GLɅHUHQW�VL]HV�RI�
children according to the World Health 
2UJDQL]DWLRQ��%\�WDSSLQJ�LQWR�D�ORFDO��
cultural icon, the Ecuadorian health 
department, with Ogilvy, was able to change 
behaviour with a ‘mother blanket’ that doubles as a 
paediatric evaluation system. 

While there are hundreds of examples of nudging 
for good, the danger of ‘sludge’ – using nudges or 
interventions to manipulate people for the wrong 
reasons – continues to be a concern. 

In Nudge, Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein 
identify three guiding principles that should be top 
of mind when designing nudges: they should be 
transparent and never misleading, easily opted out of, 
and driven by the strong belief that the behaviour 
being encouraged will improve the welfare of those 
being nudged. 

From academic enclaves to 
corporate outcomes
The academic roots of behavioural science bring 
additional challenges beyond replication and ‘weird’ 
participants. Colin Strong, head of behavioural 
science at Ipsos, believes it’s time for the market 
research industry to focus on client outcomes, rather 
than getting caught up in the content and the process. 
“We need to keep asking ourselves, ‘what are we 
trying to do with this?’ Otherwise, if we’re not careful, 
we end up having a values and beliefs conversation, 
rather than an outcome conversation.”

Strong believes more standardisation and 
codification of behavioural science will help overcome 
this particular growing pain. “The discipline is 
moving, and needs to move, away from a small 

number of guru experts performing magic and into 
the hands of a wider population, where the expertise 
is operating within evidence-based frameworks to 
deliver positive and tangible outcomes.”

While those operating in a particular space will 
consider their expertise hard to replicate, the 
challenge, according to Strong, is that it will never 
scale. “We need a democratisation of expertise, rather 
than leaving it in the hands of a small number of 

people who are gatekeepers to this 
knowledge. For example, the expertise 
of survey design has been codified 
and standardised, and I believe 
behavioural science should go down the 
same route.”

Standardising behavioural science is 
good for education because it “sticks”, 
VD\V�%D\LQGLU��±%XW�WKHVH�PRGHOV�PRVWO\�
come from academia and aren’t always 
widely applicable. We need to choose 
them with care for applied behavioural 
science because they might be too 
theoretical. Practitioners shouldn’t just 
DSSO\�WKH�&RP�%�PRGHO�DQG�IRUJHW�WKHLU�

curiosity. This is a living, breathing discipline.”

Behaviour-change models
7KH�PRGHOV�%D\LQGLU�UHIHUV�WR�DUH�SOHQWLIXO�LQ�WKH�
space – there are myriad behaviour models from the 
academic world that practitioners might use for 
behavioural science projects. Three that gained 
FRPPRQ�JURXQGLQJ�LQFOXGH�WKH�&RP�%�PRGHO��WKH�
(DVW�PRGHO�DQG�0LQGVSDFH��VHH�ER[RXW��³%HKDYLRXUDO�
frameworks’). Many market research practitioners 
have also developed or adapted these models for their 
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“Behavioural science draws 
a lot of attention, but 

clients don’t know what 
to do or how to integrate 
it into strategic research 
development. They don’t 
know what behavioural 
VFLHQFH�FDQ�RɅHU�WKDW�
quant or qual can’t”
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own purpose. For example, Ipsos uses Mapps 
(motivation, ability, processing, physical, social), and 
Shotton expanded the East model into Creats 
(context, relativity, easy, attractive, timely, social). 

Ipsos used a behavioural science lens to better 
understand how to encourage Scottish homeowners 
to protect their property from flooding. With more 
than 284,000 properties in the country at risk from 
flooding, the Scottish government wanted to identify 
what would encourage homeowners to take steps to 
manage flood risk and make their 
properties more resilient. 

After qual research, Ipsos used two 
behavioural change models – ISM, a 
model used by the Scottish 
government to analyse individual, 
social and material factors that might 
shape behaviours, and its own Mapps 
model. It recommended clear, 
targeted and timely communications 
to encourage homeowners to take flood risk seriously 
and take the necessary steps to protect their home. 

The new power couple 
With the addition of technology, behavioural science 
is being scaled in a way not possible previously. 
Practitioners are also using it in tandem with other 
disciplines, such as data analytics, opening the doors 
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The Com-B model

The East model

Mindspace
Messenger�ʠ�˪˘�˔˥˘�˛˘˔˩˜˟ˬ�˜ˡЂ˨˘ˡ˖˘˗�˕ˬ�˪˛ˢ�
˖ˢˠˠ˨ˡ˜˖˔˧˘˦�˜ˡ˙ˢ˥ˠ˔˧˜ˢˡ
Incentives�ʠ�ˢ˨˥�˥˘˦ˣˢˡ˦˘˦�˔˥˘�˦˛˔ˣ˘˗�˕ˬ�ˣ˥˘˗˜˖˧˔˕˟˘�
ˠ˘ˡ˧˔˟�˦˛ˢ˥˧˖˨˧˦�˦˨˖˛�˔˦�˔˩ˢ˜˗˜ˡ˚�˟ˢ˦˦˘˦
Norms ʠ�˪˘�˔˥˘�˦˧˥ˢˡ˚˟ˬ�˜ˡЂ˨˘ˡ˖˘˗�˕ˬ�˪˛˔˧�ˢ˧˛˘˥˦�˗ˢ
Defaults�ʠ�˪˘�˚ˢ�˪˜˧˛�˧˛˘�Ђˢ˪�ˢ˙�ˣ˥˘ʠ˦˘˧�ˢˣ˧˜ˢˡ˦
Salience ʠ�ˢ˨˥�˔˧˧˘ˡ˧˜ˢˡ�˜˦�˗˥˔˪ˡ�˧ˢ�˪˛˔˧�˜˦�ˡˢ˩˘˟�˔ˡ˗�
˦˘˘ˠ˦�˥˘˟˘˩˔ˡ˧�˧ˢ�˨˦
Priming ʠ�ˢ˨˥�˔˖˧˦�˔˥˘�ˢ˙˧˘ˡ�˜ˡЂ˨˘ˡ˖˘˗�˕ˬ�
˦˨˕˖ˢˡ˦˖˜ˢ˨˦�˖˨˘˦
Affect ʠ�ˢ˨˥�˘ˠˢ˧˜ˢˡ˔˟�˔˦˦ˢ˖˜˔˧˜ˢˡ˦�˖˔ˡ�ˣˢ˪˘˥˙˨˟˟ˬ�˦˛˔ˣ˘�
ˢ˨˥�˔˖˧˜ˢˡ˦
Commitments ʠ�˪˘�˦˘˘˞�˧ˢ�˕˘�˖ˢˡ˦˜˦˧˘ˡ˧�˪˜˧˛�ˢ˨˥�ˣ˨˕˟˜˖�
ˣ˥ˢˠ˜˦˘˦ʟ�˔ˡ˗�˥˘˖˜ˣ˥ˢ˖˔˧˘�˔˖˧˦
Ego ʠ�˪˘�˔˖˧�˜ˡ�˪˔ˬ˦�˧˛˔˧�ˠ˔˞˘�˨˦�˙˘˘˟�˕˘˧˧˘˥�˔˕ˢ˨˧�
ˢ˨˥˦˘˟˩˘˦ʡ

ʛˆˢ˨˥˖˘ʭ�ʼˡ˦˧˜˧˨˧˘�˙ˢ˥�ʺˢ˩˘˥ˡˠ˘ˡ˧ʜ

for broader use and allowing companies in a variety 
of sectors to design better processes. 

Crawford Hollingworth, co-founder of The 
Behavioural Architects, believes the coming together 
of data science and behavioural science has created 
the new power couple through its analysis of human 
behaviour on a much larger scale. He cites the 
example of the New Mexico government, which 
reviewed big data through a behavioural lens to 
identify three key moments when citizens are most 

likely to lie on their benefit claims forms: 
when entering reasons for leaving their 
last employment; when answering the 
question, ‘did you work this week?’; and 
when confirming whether they had 
completed at least two work searches in 
the past week. Building on these moments, 
the team used priming and social norms, 
asking claimants to initial their statements 
because this can improve honesty. “New 

tech, such as the internet of things, means data can 
become available in real time, allowing for advanced 
personalisation and nudges tailored to context,” 
Hollingworth says. 

Ipsos’s Strong also believes there’s opportunity in 
linking behavioural science with data analytics, “to 
provide hypotheses about what we might find from 
the data and from making sense of patterns. We need 
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“If there are humans 
making decisions, 

behavioural science  
can have a role” 
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inductive and deductive approaches, and for them to 
work together. Try to derive straight insights from 
data analysis without guiding principles of what to 
look for and how to make sense of what we find, and 
 we w ill struggle to make sense of it.”

For Google, The Behavioural Architects used 
behavioural science to help make sense of a big 
set of data – 36,000 online consumers – to 
understand decision-making and how to influence 
it during the online research process. Combining 
disciplines revealed a new model of decision-making 
that reflects the complexity of shopping behaviour 
in the internet era. The central component is 
the ‘messy middle’ – a loop consisting of 
complementary states of exploration and evaluation 
during shopping. 

It also revealed how brand preference can be 
transferred within a category through the application 
of behavioural science principles. Across 31 
categories, people’s second-preferred brand can be 
made more appealing than their first  by ‘charging’ it 
with stronger executions of behavioural science 
principles, such as category heuristics, authority bias 
and social proof.

Pushing the boundaries 
doesn’t have to be risky. 
At Ipsos we uncover new 
opportunities and show
you how to get there.
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What does the future look like? 
As behavioural science matures, what might the future 
look like? Ogilvy’s Austin would like to see an 
improvement in the language  used to categorise 
interventions, a series of dominant models  with 
which everyone is comfortable , more unusual ways 
of testing  and piloting, and real-world approximation 
of interventions.  

Not everything can be tested, of course. “How 
do you test a flower?”  Austin asks. “Some of 
these interventions are highly creative and just 
require bravery.  

“The truth is that behavioural science should be in 
everything. Any human decision happening anywhere, 
behavioural science will have something to say – 
whether that’s in talent management, how to organise 
food in a canteen, or people wearing face masks. 
If there are humans making decisions, behavioural 
science can have a role.” 

Strong agrees, but with a caveat: “Behavioural 
science has a fundamental role to play in all big 
questions we face, and we need to be bold in the way 
we think about them  – and  modest ; this is a 
perspective and there are other perspectives.” 

The role of behavioural science
Behavioural  science has gained a 
strong and clear mandate among 
policymakers and marketers as a 
˗˜˦˖˜ˣ˟˜ˡ˘�˧˛˔˧�˜˦ʟ�Ё�˥˦˧�˔ˡ˗�˙ˢ˥˘ˠˢ˦˧ʟ�
about making change happen. This 
˥˘ˣ˥˘˦˘ˡ˧˦�˔�˦˜˚ˡ˜Ё�˖˔ˡ˧�˦˛˜˙˧�˙ˢ˥�˧˛˘�
Ё�˘˟˗ʟ�˪˛˜˖˛�˧˘ˡ˗˘˗�ˣ˥˘˩˜ˢ˨˦˟ˬ��˧ˢ�
˙ˢ˖˨˦�ˢˡ�ˡ˘˪�˪˔ˬ˦�˧ˢ�˨ˡ˗˘˥˦˧˔ˡ˗�
ˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘ʡ�ʴ�ˡ˘˪�ˢˣ˘ˡˡ˘˦˦�˛˔˦�
developed to accessing the social 
science literature to unpick human 
˖ˢˡ˗˨˖˧ʟ�Ё�ˡ˗˜ˡ˚�ˡ˘˪�˪˔ˬ˦�˧ˢ�
˗˘˦˖˥˜˕˘�˔ˡ˗�˔˖˖ˢ˨ˡ˧�˙ˢ˥�˕˘˛˔˩˜ˢ˨˥˦ʡ�

�́ ˛˜˟˘�˧˛˜˦�˪˔˦�ˡ˘˖˘˦˦˔˥ˬʟ�˜˧�˜˦�
˖˘˥˧˔˜ˡ˟ˬ�ˡˢ˧�˦˨˙Ё�˖˜˘ˡ˧ʭ�˧˛˘�˙ˢ˖˨˦�˛˔˦�
ˡˢ˪ʟ�˥˜˚˛˧˟ˬʟ�ˠˢ˩˘˗�˧ˢ�˧˛˘�ˢ˨˧˖ˢˠ˘˦�
˧˛˘�˗˜˦˖˜ˣ˟˜ˡ˘�˖˔ˡ�˗˘˟˜˩˘˥�˔ˡ˗�˔˪˔ˬ�
˙˥ˢˠ�˧˛˘�˗˘˧˔˜˟�ˢ˙�˧˛˘�ϝˠ˘˧˛ˢ˗Ϟʡ�ʼ˧�˜˦�
not enough to enhance our 
˨ˡ˗˘˥˦˧˔ˡ˗˜ˡ˚ʮ�˪˘�ˡ˘˘˗�˧ˢ�˨˦˘�˜˧�˧ˢ�
˗˘˟˜˩˘˥�˧˔ˡ˚˜˕˟˘�ˢ˨˧˖ˢˠ˘˦�˜ˡ�˧˘˥ˠ˦�ˢ˙�
changed behaviour.

ˆˢʟ�˪˛ˬ�˛˔˦�˕˘˛˔˩˜ˢ˨˥˔˟�˦˖˜˘ˡ˖˘�
˚˔˜ˡ˘˗�˦˨˖˛�ˣ˥ˢˠ˜ˡ˘ˡ˖˘�ˡˢ˪ʲ�ʴ˙˧˘˥�
all, it has a long history in academia, 
but it is only recently that it has 

moved much more centre stage in 
˔ˣˣ˟˜˘˗�˦˘˧˧˜ˡ˚˦ʡ�ˇ˛˜˦�˜˦�˕˘˖˔˨˦˘�ˢ˙�
˧˛˘�˛˨˚˘�˖˛˔ˡ˚˘˦�˔ˡ˗�˖˛˔˟˟˘ˡ˚˘˦�˪˘�
ˡˢ˪�˛˔˩˘�˧ˢ�ˡ˔˩˜˚˔˧˘��ϛ�˦˨˖˛�˔˦�
climate change, digitisation and 
Covid-19. The increased instability 
˔ˡ˗�˨ˡˣ˥˘˗˜˖˧˔˕˜˟˜˧ˬ�ˢ˙�ˢ˨˥�˟˜˩˘˦�
ˠ˘˔ˡ˦�˧˛˔˧ʟ�˪˛˜˟˘�ˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘�˔˥˘�ˢ˙˧˘ˡ�
keen to make change happen, it is 
ˡˢ˧�˔˟˪˔ˬ˦�˘˔˦ˬ�˧ˢ�˘ˡ˔˖˧�˧˛˘�
outcomes they seek. 

Behavioural science expertise is 
directly helping to navigate these 
˧˨˥˕˨˟˘ˡ˧�˧˜ˠ˘˦ʟ�˙˔˖˜˟˜˧˔˧˜ˡ˚�˔�˪˜˗˘�
˥˔ˡ˚˘�ˢ˙�ˣˢ˦˜˧˜˩˘�˖ˢˠˠ˘˥˖˜˔˟�˔ˡ˗�
social-policy outcomes. 

ˆˢʟ�˛ˢ˪�˪˜˟˟�˕˘˛˔˩˜ˢ˨˥˔˟�˦˖˜˘ˡ˖˘�
continue to have an ever  greater role 
˜ˡ�˗˥˜˩˜ˡ˚�˖˛˔ˡ˚˘ʲ�ʴ˟˟�ˣ˥ˢ˙˘˦˦˜ˢˡ˦ʟ�
ˡ˘˖˘˦˦˔˥˜˟ˬʟ�˚ˢ�˧˛˥ˢ˨˚˛�˧˛˘˜˥�ˢ˪ˡ�
˘˩ˢ˟˨˧˜ˢˡʟ�˪˛˘˥˘�˘˫ˣ˘˥˧˜˦˘�˜˦�
˗˘ˠˢ˖˥˔˧˜˦˘˗�˧ˢ�˔˟˟ˢ˪�˔˖˖˘˦˦�˧ˢ�
˔�˕˥ˢ˔˗˘˥�˥˔ˡ˚˘�ˢ˙�ˣ˘ˢˣ˟˘ʡ�ˊ˘�˖˔ˡ�
˦˘˘�˧˛˘�˦˔ˠ˘�˧˥˘ˡ˗�˪˜˧˛�˕˘˛˔˩˜ˢ˨˥˔˟�
˦˖˜˘ˡ˖˘ʮ�˜˧˦�˦˧˥˘ˡ˚˧˛�˖ˢˠ˘˦�˙˥ˢˠ�
˕˥˜ˡ˚˜ˡ˚�ˢ˧˛˘˥�˗˜˦˖˜ˣ˟˜ˡ˘˦��ϛ�˦˨˖˛�˔˦�

market and social researchers, 
service designers, digital specialists 
˔ˡ˗�˗˔˧˔�˔ˡ˔˟ˬ˦˧˦�ϛ�˜ˡ˧ˢ�˧˛˘�˙ˢ˟˗ʡ�
ʸ˫˖˜˧˜ˡ˚�ˡ˘˪�˙˥ˢˡ˧˜˘˥˦�˔˥˘�˕˘˜ˡ˚�
created that mean behavioural 
science is becoming an essential 
˪˔ˬ�ˢ˙�˨ˡ˗˘˥˦˧˔ˡ˗˜ˡ˚�˔ˡ˗�ˡ˔˩˜˚˔˧˜ˡ˚�
˧˛˘�˪ˢ˥˟˗ʡ

Applied behavioural science is 
˥˔ˣ˜˗˟ˬ�˘˩ˢ˟˩˜ˡ˚�˔˦�˔�˖˥˜˧˜˖˔˟�˧ˢˢ˟�˙ˢ˥�
˗˥˜˩˜ˡ˚�˖˛˔ˡ˚˘ʟ�˪˛˜˖˛�ˣˢ˦˜˧˜ˢˡ˦�˜˧�
Ё�˥ˠ˟ˬ�˔˦�˔�ˠ˘˔ˡ˦�ˢ˙�˦˨ˣˣˢ˥˧˜ˡ˚�
marketers and policymakers to meet 
commercial and policy objectives. 

Perhaps this is the real change 
˪˘�˔˥˘�˦˘˘˜ˡ˚�˙ˢ˥�˧˛˘�˗˜˦˖˜ˣ˟˜ˡ˘ʭ�
˥˔˧˛˘˥�˧˛˔ˡ�Ё�ˡ˘˦˦˜ˡ˚�˔ˡ˗�˥˘Ё�ˡ˜ˡ˚�
˔˧�˧˛˘�˛ˢˠ˘�˦˧˥˔˜˚˛˧ʟ�˪˘�˔˥˘�
ˡˢ˪�˙˥ˢˡ˧�˔ˡ˗�˖˘ˡ˧˥˘�ˢ˙�ˠ˨˖˛�
ˠˢ˥˘�˛ˢ˟˜˦˧˜˖�˧˥˔ˡ˦˙ˢ˥ˠ˔˧˜ˢˡ�
strategy, and, as such, very much 
˜ˡ�˧˛˘�˖˘ˡ˧˥˘�ˢ˙�˗˘˖˜˦˜ˢˡʠˠ˔˞˜ˡ˚�˙ˢ˥�
any organisation.

Colin Strong, head of behavioural 
science, Ipsos
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both, identifying the typical driver is 
crucial. However, with a product as 
�$Ȃ$�0'/�/*�� .$")��)���*)./-0�/��.�����-я�
the process of identifying that typical 
driver is fraught with risk. 

“The nature of the automotive 
industry is you can’t ‘turn on a 
sixpence’,” says Joanne Pearson, global 
customer insights director at Jaguar 
Land Rover. “The motor vehicle is the 
most complex consumer product you 
can buy, and they get more complex as 
they get more connected, with more 
safety features and automation, and the 

more legislation that they have to meet. 
“The life cycles and development 

cycles of vehicles are many years – it 
is not like a fast-moving consumer 
good, where you can turn around 
from concept to being in store in 
weeks or months.” 

Pearson heads Jaguar Land Rover’s 
customer insight globally, leading a 
team of 12 people based mainly in the 
UK, as well as North America and China. 
Her responsibility is to bring the voice of 
the customer into the company. 
Syndicated studies, common in the 

    Pedal to 
˧˛˘�Ђˢˢ˥
The word ‘jaguar’ has a very 

good chance of bringing to 
mind the car rather than an 
Amazonian feline. Jaguar has 

been at the centre of the UK’s car 
industry for almost a century, and 
remains one of the country’s most 
recognisable automotive brands.

In 2013, Jaguar merged with fellow 
former British Leyland brand Land 
Rover, creating Jaguar Land Rover. The 
two remain separate brands within the 
same company, but both operate at the 
‘prestige’ end of the car market. For 

  Insight &�˦˧˥˔˧˘˚ˬ��

Jaguar Land Rover’s brands have been 
a cornerstone of the British car industry 
for decades, and global customer 
insights director Joanne Pearson is 
focusing on how to keep the company 
moving forwards. By Liam Kay
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automotive industry and in some cases 
-0))$)"�!*-�� ��� .я��- �*ȅ )�0. ���4�
Pearson’s team, and there is work with 
long-standing agency partners. 

Jaguar Land Rover is currently 
implementing a new customer 
experience programme that will run in 
84 markets across the world, with 
support from Ipsos and Medallia. The 
programme examines customer 
!  ����&�/*�/# ��04$)"�+-*� ..я�
considering how the company is 
performing and delivering customer 
experience. Between its launch in April 
and July 2021, the team analysed more 
than 100,000 customer responses. 
Generally, there were more people 
.��#/�� ݦ.$/)�0).�� #/�#/$�2� ݦ.$/
company’s performance, according to 
the research, and people who raised 
�*)� -).�*-�+-*��� ݦ$/ )�(.�2 - �$ '
and attempts were made to address 
/# . �.+ �0..$��ݦ$ .ю�

Pushing boundaries
As cars take years to develop, from 
concept to market, and each requires 
/#*0.�)�.�*!��$Ȃ - )/� ' ( )/.я�2$/#�
multiple teams working independently 
*!�*) ���(ݦ� #/�(*�- #/*('�+-*�0�/я�
� �-.*)�.�4.�/#�/�$/���)�� �1 -4�
�$Ȃ$�0'/�/*�- . �-�#�/# �)  �.��)��
desires of future drivers. With Jaguar 
Land Rover there is an additional 
challenge, as it operates in the premium 
end of the market, which is competitive 
��(ݦ��()�$�''4�*0/�*!�- ��#�!*-�/# �
average person. 

Take the example of the latest Land 
Rover Defender, the most recent version 
of which was released in 2021 and 
appears in the James Bond movie No 
Time to Die, out this autumn. The 
research supporting the development 
of the Defender, carried out internally, 
� "�)�2$/#�$� )/$!4$)"�/# �$� �'�љ/�-" /�
customer’. Pearson says that the target 
�0./*( -�!*-�����-�$.�*ȅ )�.*( *) �
2#*�ћ($"#/�� ��-$1$)"����$Ȃ - )/���-��/�
/# �(*( )/я���!*� 'ݦ*-+� #/�/ݦ�0/�/# 4
who we are designing this car for”. This 
is honed down to a small group of 
drivers, or even an individual who is 
�*).$� - ��љ/# ��0''. 4 њ�ѥ�/# �$� �'�
�04 -�!*-�/# ���-ю��*-�/# �� ! )� -я�

- . �-��/� #/�� ݦ$/( �$�#-" /�(�-& /��.�
+ *+' �2#*�+0.#�/# ��*0)��-$ .�$)�'$! я�
#�1 ��)� 4 �!*-�"- �/�� .$")��0/�2#*�
�'.*�2�)/�/# ���-�/*�� �!0)�/$*)�'я��- �
individual, seek out nature and are free 
spirits, according to Pearson.

Everyone working on the Defender 
2�.�"$1 )�� /�$'.����� ݦ$/( �$� #/�/0*
/�-" /��-$1 -њ.��//-$�0/ .��)���.& ��/*�
hold them in mind during development. 
The target customer was even named to 
increase familiarity. “We understand 
their lifestyle, what they want from the 
��-я�#*2�/# 4�2$''�0. �$/я�#*2�/# ����./ݦ�-
into their lives and what’s really 
important to them,” says Pearson.

The customer insight team recruited 
+*/ )/$�'��04 -.�*!�/# �� ! )� -�/*�
gather their views on the initial concept, 
and then again when a model of the car 
was ready. As with many similar 
projects, research participants were 
�-*0"#/�/*���. �0- �'*��/$*)�/*�.  �
life-size prototypes of the Defender 
0)� -�/$"#/�. �0-$/4�2$/#���$/( �ݦ(*'$/4�
agreements, and then asked to give 
their perspective on the car’s features. 
�)� �/# ���-�#�.��  )�� 1 '*+ �я�

work then turns to the pricing and 
positioning of the vehicle on the market, 
considering the future driver and 
communications strategy. Pearson says 
/# �� ! )� -њ.�љ��+��' �*!�"- �/�/#$)".њ�
tagline came from the original target 
�0./*( -�!*-�/# �1 #$�' ��4��� ݦ$/( �$�.�
the research team in the initial stages of 
research supporting the car’s 
� 1 '*+( )/ю�
/�.+ ��ݦ$�''4� ( -" ��
!-*(���+#-�. �0. ���4���+�-/$�$+�)/�$)�
the team’s qualitative research into the 
� ! )� -я��)�� )� ��0+�� $)"�0. ��
throughout the rest of the research into 
the car and in its advertising. “The 
/�"'$) �#�.����0�'$/4�/*�$/�ѥ�$/�� .�-$� .�
/# �1 #$�' ��0/��'.*�� .�-$� .�/# �
people who are going to drive it,” she 
explains. “People drive Land Rovers 
� ��0. �/# �1 #$�' �$.�0)./*++��' ��)��
/# 4��- �0)./*++��' ю�� *+' �*ȅ )��04�
1 #$�' .�� ��0. �/# 4��- ��� ݧ -�/$*)�*!�
them and their personality.” 

Once a car like the Defender goes to 
market, the customer insight team will 
�'.*��*)�0�/�- . �-�#�2$/#� �-'4��04 -.я�
��4 #/�*#0/�2*�"($�(ݦ- я�2# /# -�/# 4�
matched the target customer, what they 

“People often buy vehicles 
˕˘˖˔˨˦˘�˧˛˘ˬ�˔˥˘�˔�˥˘Ђ˘˖˧˜ˢˡ�

of them and their personality”
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safety or sustainability, and then there 
are other parts that we could do with 
customer feedback on.”

Clear skies
The car industry is going through a 
�.�#/03я�2$ݧ�!*��*$- +' .�*!�+ /-*'�
vehicles due to be banned from 2030  
in the UK, and many parts of the world 
planning to phase out the internal 
combustion engine in favour of  
greener alternatives. 

“We are constantly monitoring how 
quickly consumers might want to 
transition from the internal combustion 
engine to electric vehicles, what their 
 3+ �/�/$*).��- я��)��2#�/�.*( �*!�
the challenges and barriers are that 
we can help with to aid the transition,” 
says Pearson. 

“If you or I just thought about what we 
($"#/��� �4 1ݦ�($�"($*�� -.њ�/$( я�2#�/�
our lives might be like or what we might 
want from a category, it might be quite 
�$Ȃ$�0'/�/*�.�4ю�� �)  ��/*�� '$1 -�

liked and what they did not rate. This 
information is used to inform further 
updates and new features. 

Video is vital in bringing the 
customer voice into the design 
+-*� ..я� 3+'�$).�� �-.*)ю�

“We strongly believe in the power of 
seeing the customers, and we therefore 
produce a lot of video output – there are 
1 -4�! 2�+-*% �/.�2# - �2 �2*0'�)њ/�
have a video to accompany it,” she says. 
ћ�#�/њ.�1 -4�+*2 -!0'�ѥ�2#�/���)�� �.�$��
$)���1$� *��'$+���)�� �1 -4� Ȃ$�$ )/�!*-�
the people consuming it.” 

Insight is also shared across the 
company through a customer insight 
portal, which allows colleagues to 
access research and set up alerts for 
when new material is published. 

Not every part of the car is researched 
individually at Jaguar Land Rover, 
Pearson adds, with features such as 
tyres and lighting quite similar across 
�$Ȃ - )/�-�)" .я��0/�/# �$).$"#/.�/ �(�
focuses on features including 
entertainment systems and seat 
materials. “Each car has thousands of 
�$Ȃ - )/��*(+*) )/.я��)��.*�/# - ��- �
a lot of people working on each vehicle,” 
Pearson states. “There are some 
components that are less customer- 
facing that might be in the vehicle for 

insights to help business decisions, but 
some of it is about an uncertain future.”
�*� 3�($) �.*( �*!�/# �$(+��/.�*!�

 ' ��ݦ$-/�/$*)�*)�/# ��*(+�)4я�
� �-.*)њ.�/ �(�#�.��  )�'**&$)"��/�
whether people are willing to buy 
electric cars now or whether they want 
/*�"*�!*-�+'0"ѣ$)�#4�#�0�я�2#$/.-ݦ�.�$-. �
both fossil fuels and electricity to reduce 
carbon output while not fully embracing 
carbon-free fuel. 

The company already has fully electric 
vehicles, such as the Jaguar I-Pace, and 
� �-.*)њ.�/ �(�#�.�0)� -/�& )�.*( �
qualitative work into the triggers and 
barriers in the decision-making process 
behind moving to an electric vehicle, 
including issues such as a lack of 
charging facilities, and how to market it 
$)���2�4�/#�/����- .. .��0./*( -.њ�
concerns about electric cars. 

Covid-19 has been a challenge, 
robbing the company of the ability to 
deploy user testing during the design 
and manufacturing process, mainly due 
to the need for complete secrecy about 
the product. While home ethnographies 
#�1 �*+ ) ��+ *+' њ.�#*( .��)����-.�
using videos, and the company has 
used online surveys, not everything in 
the usual research cycle was possible 
while restrictions were in place.

“We need to deliver 
insights to help 

business decisions”

Defenders taking part in 
practice runs for stunts for the 

�No Time To Die)'ޔ��(*�
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Case study 
Addressing 
disability
In 2019, Jaguar Land Rover joined the 
Valuable 500 scheme, a campaign for 
businesses to take greater account of 
disability. The company decided to focus 
on including more disabled people in 
research samples, ensuring their vehicles 
are more accommodating.

ˇ˛˘�Ё˥˦˧�ˣ˛˔˦˘�ˢ˙�˧˛˜˦�˥˘˦˘˔˥˖˛�˜ˡ˩ˢ˟˩˘˗�
using several research agencies and the 
company’s links to the Invictus Games for 
disabled armed forces veterans. A 
qualitative study saw games participants 
invited to drive Land Rovers on an 
off-road course near Eastnor Castle, 
Herefordshire, to understand what 
features and functions of the cars worked 
for disabled people, and where 
improvements could be made.

A conference was held for 500 Jaguar 
Land Rover employees, with research 
participants from different backgrounds 
and disabilities presenting on and 
discussing how car designs could be 
altered to ensure that everyone could 
use them. 

Subsequent product research has 
recruited disabled customers or the 
friends and family of disabled people for 
focus groups to examine what works well 
in the company’s vehicles, what does not, 
and highlight potential improvements.

Among the changes included in future 
Land Rovers was a power-assisted door, 
as well as alterations to the ingress and 
egress from the vehicle – such as grab 
handles – and the need for durable and 
robust materials on seats and space for 
˪˛˘˘˟˖˛˔˜˥˦ʡ�ˆˢˠ˘�ˢ˙�˧˛˘�Ёˡ˗˜ˡ˚˦�˪˘˥˘�
less obvious. 

Ϡˌˢ˨�Ёˡ˗�˦ˢˠ˘�˙˔˦˖˜ˡ˔˧˜ˡ˚�˗˜˙˙˘˥˘ˡ˖˘˦�
between someone who is missing limbs 
and is an amputee, and someone who 
has paralysis – their body temperatures 
tend to run a few degrees different,” 
Pearson says. “Therefore, 
compartmentalised climate controls are 
very helpful. We discovered a lot of 
features we didn’t realise were brilliant 
functions for people with disabilities.” 

Jaguar Land Rover’s research team 
did track how people were responding 
to the pandemic, and how this 
�( 0ݧ($ ���//$/0� .�/*���-.��)���04$)"�
� #�1$*0-.ю��# ��*(+�)4�$.��'.*�
monitoring how long-term trends in 
other industries – such as pet ownership 
*-�./�4��/$*).�ѥ��*0'��$(+��/���-�0.�" �
�)��+- ! - )� .ю�

“People have seen the car as a safe 
haven, and also as a release,” Pearson 
.�4.ю�ћ
)�+*$)/.�*!�'*�&�*2)я��0./*( -.�
/*'��0.�/# 4�.�/�$)�/# ���-я�+0/�.*( �
(0.$��*)��)�� 3+'*- ��/# �/ �#)*'*"4�
$)�/# �1 #$�' �$)���2�4�/# 4�#��)њ/��*) �
� !*- я�*-�"*) �*0/�!*-����-$1 �/*�" /�*0/�
*!�/# �#*0. ю��# )�'$� -/4��)��!-  �*(�
are more constrained, people value 
/# $-���-�(*- �/#�)� 1 -юќ�
�$/#���+- ./$"$*0.�+�./�� #$)��$/я�/# �

�*(+�)4�$.�'**&$)"�/*�/# �!0/0- �2$/#�
- '�/$1 ���( �ݦ(* ю��0/0- �+-$*-$/$ .�!*-�
the insight function include examining 
the rapid changes occurring in the 
Chinese market, such as new fashions, 
competitors and changing expectations 
*!�'030-4���-��-�)�.ё�/# ��0./*( -�
 3+ -$ )� ��)��#*2�/ �#)*'*"4�$.�
�#�)"$)"�/# �2�4��0./*( -.�2�)/�/*�
$)/ -��/�2$/#��*(+�)$ .ё��)����"0�-�
�)���*1 -њ.��++ �'�/*�� ) -�/$*)��ю�
�# �- . �-�#�/ �(�2$''�� �'**&$)"�/*�
&  +�/# ��0.$) ..�*)�/# �-*���!*-�/# �
challenges and opportunities that  
'$ ��# ��ю

Research explored 
how Land Rover 
cars function for 
disabled people
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W omen are historically 
woefully 
misunderstood and 
rarely accurately 

represented by the corporate world. 
Feminine care brands have typically 
avoided the complex, multifaceted 
reality of women’s bodies in marketing 
their products, with advertising 
depicting carefree women wearing 
white jeans, and blue liquid shown in 
lieu of period blood.

Bodyform’s ‘#WombStories’ campaign 
2�.��$Ȃ - )/ю��# �/#-  ѣ($)0/ ���я�
developed by Abbott Mead Vickers 
�����Ѱ��������ѱя�2#$�#�-�)���-*..���я�

�*0�0� ��)��.*�$�'�( �$��$)�ФТФТя�
portrayed the pleasure, the pain, the 
love and hate women associate with 
/# $-��*�$ .я�/ ''$)"��$Ȃ - )/�љ2*(��
stories’ through various animations 
and creative worlds. 

In one story from the ad, fertility 
struggles are portrayed by a lovingly 
tended garden and a barren 
wilderness. In another, angry red 
�ݧ( .�- +- . )/�/# �( )*+�0. ю�
��2/*(�*/�.�*$- +�/.-ݦ�)*-�)/$)"�
children to dealing with agonising 
+�$)я�/# ݦ�'(���+/0- .�/# �1�-$*0.�
impacts women’s bodies have on 
their lives.  

Telling 
women,s 
stories

Radical listening
Bodyform, part of global hygiene and 
health company Essity, wasn’t afraid of 
taking a bold approach with its 
marketing – previous campaigns have 
focused on normalising period blood 
ѰФТУЩњ.�љҘ�'**��*-(�'њѱ��)��� ' �-�/ ��
/# �! (�' ��)�/*(4�ѰФТУЪњ.�љ�$1����
Vulva’). What made ‘#WombStories’ 
�$Ȃ - )/�/*��)4/#$)"��*�4!*-(��)��
.$./ -��-�)��$�- .. �#����*) �� !*- я�
according to global brand and 
�*((0)$��/$*).��$- �/*-���)%��
Grubner, was a more “radical” approach 
to research. 
�*� )/ -��- �/$1 �/ --$/*-4�$)1*'1$)"�

Still from 
#WombStories 
advert

  Insight & strategy  

Women’s experiences are at the forefront of a body of work from 
feminine care brand Bodyform, with research helping it take on 
still–taboo topics. By Katie McQuater 
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topics that are still taboo – including 
menopause and fertility issues – the 
brand had to ensure women’s 
experiences were at the core before 
beginning production. 

“We already knew we wanted to tell a 
story about women’s bodies and what 
�*/��*$- +�/.-ݦ�)*-!�#"0*-#/�*"�( )*2
last, and everything in between,” says 
Grubner. “But, we realised that we 
missed the language to tell the story.”

Working with strategists from AMV 
BBDO, this involved questions that were 
1 -4��$Ȃ - )/�!-*(���/4+$��'�- . �-�#�
project. “There were questions asking ‘if 
your womb was a person or a place, 
what would it be like?’ Then you got 
�*(+' / '4��$Ȃ - )/��).2 -.яќ� 3+'�$).�
Grubner. “This then informed the 
creative teams, who said ‘well, if we talk 
about womb stories, every womb 
deserves its own story and creative 
world to bring it to life because 
everything is so unique’, and this is 
how they came up with the idea of the 
womb dwellers.”

Margaux Revol, strategy director at 
AMV BBDO, says projective techniques 
were key to avoiding an impersonal 
approach with the research and helping 
participants open up about personal, 
*ȅ )��$Ȃ$�0'/� 3+ -$ )� .ю

“We gave them projective questions 
so that they could imagine their own 
uterus as a person or a creature or a 
landscape or a soundtrack. This 
projective technique opened up 
completely unexpected metaphors and 
stories that women themselves were 
surprised by, and it made them realise 
that they had never examined that 
relationship before.”

The initial online survey conducted in 
more than a dozen markets globally 
consisted entirely of open-ended 
questions. “The dogma in research is 
‘people are bored, they don’t like 
open-ended questions, people are 
lazy’,” says Revol. “Actually, we only did 
open-ended because we didn’t want to 
put our words in people’s mouths; we 
wanted to hear their experience, we 
gave them the tools of projective 
techniques of anthropomorphising  
their wombs.”

Additionally, to recruit women who 
#���"*) �/#-*0"#��$Ȃ$�0'/� 3+ -$ )� .�
for qualitative interviews, the strategists 
2*-& ��2$/#����0.0*#�2- �(ݦ4-*/.�''4�
specialises in sourcing people for 
documentaries and casting. “Instead of 
doing quantitative cold research 
recruitment, we knew we were 
recruiting based on sensitive questions 
– it felt like it wouldn’t work to do it in a 
general omnibus survey,” says Revol.

AMV BBDO also worked with The 

“We only did open-
ended questions... we 
wanted to hear their 
experience, and we 

gave them the tools of 
projective techniques 

of anthropomorphising 
their wombs”

Outsiders on the brand’s pain research 
(see boxout), which primarily focused 
on interviews with health experts on 
gynaecological pain, and also drew on 
projective techniques. “That was the 
core idea and way of thinking in this 
campaign, and also fuelled the 
hypothesis that sometimes when you 
want to uncover certain truths and 
insights, you also have to be creative 
about how you research it, and you 
can’t just do yes or no questions and 
multiple choice expecting new results,” 
says Revol. “That was the whole 
premise of how we did the research 
throughout – asking questions in 
sensitive, interesting, creative ways – 
you get people feeling like they’re 
listened to and that we actually care 
about what they’re going to say, rather 
than just something quite cold and 
+-*� ..ѣ�-$1 )�/#�/�*ȅ )�%0./�" /.�
+ *+' �/*��'$�&�/#-*0"#яݦ�)$.#��)��)*/�
really engage with the questions. 

“Once we started asking questions, 
women wanted to answer more and more 
because nobody was asking them those 
questions, so they were discovering 

Telling 
women,s 
stories

Misery Roulette 
by Selby Hi, 
part of a series 
of artwork 
commissioned 
by AMV BBDO for 
Pain Stories
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things about themselves as well.”
Hearing women’s perspectives 

opened up a “new world” and informed 
the brand’s next project, Pain Stories 
(see boxout), according to Grubner,  
who says the team listened to input 
from all angles, including individuals 
2*-&$)"�*)�/# �+-*% ��� ݦ$/( �$�*�2#/
with what they heard from other  
women about the pain of 
endometriosis, for example.

When presenting ‘#WombStories’ in 
another market, the head of marketing 
there disagreed that the approach was 
relevant for the region, because they 
thought the pain shown was 
“exaggerated”, but another member of 
the team spoke up to share that it was 
also their experience. 

Grubner says that in addition to 
helping validate insights further, the 
encounter also reinforced one of the big  
learnings of the work. “One of the  
things we’ve learned is if you’re not 
 3+ -$ )�$)"�.*( /#$)"я�$/���)�*ȅ )�� �
,0$/ ��$Ȃ$�0'/�/*�- '�/ �/*�2#�/�*/# -.�"*�
through, and you need to be very 
careful with that bias. I think 
‘#WombStories’ really helped us to 
become better at listening – not only to 
consumers but also internally – and to 
also become better at sharing, because 
there is so much silence.”

Sustainable shift
Grubner and her team are in charge of 
six regional brands in the feminine care 
category (Bodyform in the UK) and 
'**&$)"��ȅ -��-�)��./-�/ "4я��*((.я�
digital, sustainability and research. 
“Category intelligence, shopper insight 
and consumer insight are very much an 
 )��' -�!*-�*0-�./-�/ "$ .я��)���'.*�*ȅ )�
a facilitator,” she says.

For example, Grubner’s team works 
closely with intelligence and innovation 
teams to identify how trends are 
developing in a category that was 
previously very stable but that is now 
seeing a lot of disruption, with new 
products including menstrual cups and 
period underwear. 

Consumer interest in sustainability as 
well as the responsibility of the 
�*(+�)4��.���(�)0!��/0- -�/*�*Ȃ -�

“If you’re not experiencing something, it can often 
˕˘�ˤ˨˜˧˘�˗˜˙Ё˖˨˟˧�˧ˢ�˥˘˟˔˧˘�˧ˢ�˪˛˔˧�ˢ˧˛˘˥˦�˚ˢ�˧˛˥ˢ˨˚˛ʟ�

˔ˡ˗�ˬˢ˨�ˡ˘˘˗�˧ˢ�˕˘�˩˘˥ˬ�˖˔˥˘˙˨˟�˪˜˧˛�˧˛˔˧�˕˜˔˦ϡ

Inner Wringing 
by AMV creative 

team Lauren 
Peters and 

Augustine Cerf, 
part of the Pain 
Stories project
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Painful truth
Libresse (Bodyform in the UK) launched 
the ‘Pain Stories’ initiative in early 2021 to 
highlight the gender pain gap and support 
earlier diagnosis for endometriosis, which 
takes an average of seven and a half 
years due to preconceptions that severe 
period pain is normal.

As part of this, the brand created the Pain 
Museum and Pain Dictionary to explore 
experiences with pain.

The brand wanted to ensure the initiative 
was grounded in facts and evidence 
“coming from organisations other than 
Essity”, says Grubner, so it worked with The 
Outsiders to carry out research on the 
gender pain gap to inform the campaign, 
culminating in the Pain Report.

ˇ˛˘�˥˘ˣˢ˥˧�˜˦�˕˔˦˘˗�ˢˡ�Ёˡ˗˜ˡ˚˦�˙˥ˢˠ�
three stages of research conducted across 
Latin America (Colombia, Mexico and 
Argentina); Russia; China; Malaysia; the 
Middle East (Saudi Arabia and Jordan) and 
Europe (UK, Sweden and France).

The researchers interviewed 33 female or 
non-binary specialists – including 
gynaecologists, sexual health experts and 
physiotherapists specialising in female 
pelvic pain – and conducted 24 qualitative 
interviews with women living with painful 
gynaecological conditions.

Findings added to existing evidence that 
such women experienced a lack of equality 
and empathy in workplaces, their personal 
relationships and in medical consultations 
where they did not feel heard, either in terms 
of their pain or their preferred treatments.

Grubner says: “What we saw is that all 
those who really suffered, for them it isn’t 
dark, it’s their reality, and they said ‘I feel 
understood and heard’. That was a really 
empowering moment for us – we 
understood that as a brand, we cannot 
only go into this territory but that we 
actually have to because nobody else is.”

more environmentally sustainable 
options have been key drivers for the 
brand’s recent launch of a range of period 
underwear, Intimawear.

Research conducted in its biggest 
markets globally, Mexico and Colombia, 
as well as markets in Europe and Asia, 
including France, Russia and the UK, 
found that women reported being unable 
to treat period days like any other day as 
they always need additional products, 
Grubner explains. 

“That was one of the insights that led to 
period pants and what we added from a 
comms point of view when we launched 
is that period products have only been 
4��� 1ݦ�-*!�� ("$. �.���(*)/#я�2# - �.�
underwear has only been designed for 25 
days a month, so it’s been really ignored 
that women have periods and that their 
regular underwear is not catering for 
/#*. �.+ ��ݦ$�)  ����4.юќ

While Bodyform works mainly with 
- . �-�#��" )���' ݦ� #/�(*�"($�( + ��. $
– Kantar for brand health tracking and 
Nielsen for product innovation testing, for 
example – marketers within Essity are 
encouraged to run their own consumer 
interviews on a regular basis in various 
markets globally. For Grubner, pre-
pandemic, this involved conducting 
in-home visits ideally every time she 
travels for work. 

“It opens the door to the women who 
you are working for, and when they invite 
you to their home it’s really interesting 
how open they are to  
share with you, especially in Latin 
America, where many people live in 
households with many family members. 
I’m always surprised how little taboo 
periods are, because you have your 
$)/ -1$ 2�+�-/) -��)��/# )�*ȅ )�/# �&$�.�
are around or the grandma and  
you know they are all listening. In  
many other countries this would have 
been a no-go because talking about 
periods makes them uncomfortable.  
In Russia this would be unthinkable,  
for example. 

“Those are the things where this direct 
consumer contact is really important, 
because it puts all the work in 
perspective and makes it more tangible 
�)��- �'юќ
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brand icons going head to head for 
supremacy; since the late 1980s, 
Duracell and Energizer have engaged in 
a battery-powered battle of the bunnies. 

Among brand mascots launched in 
the last 20 years, the anthropomorphic 
meerkats associated with Compare 
The Market are unquestionably in 
select company in terms of consumer 
recognition, having already 
demonstrated far greater staying 
power than a pack of AAs since their 
2009 launch. The campaign, created 
by ad agency VCCP, played on the 
potential for confusion between 
comparethemeerkat.com  

B rand mascots can be powerful 
marketing tools, helping 
position brands and lodge 
�4ю-*) )� #/�($�4')-ݦ�) #/

The best of them can stay the course for 
generations. Bibendum, aka the 
�$�# '$)���)яݦ�-./��++ �- ��$)�УЪЫЪ��)��
while ‘tyred’, is far from tired out.

Kellogg’s cheery elvish trio Snap, 
Crackle and Pop entered the scene to 
promote Rice Krispies back in the 1930s. 
Ronald McDonald has clowned around 
to sell burgers since the 1960s, while the 
Andrex puppy made its heart-melting 
frolicsome debut in the 1970s. Within 
some categories, it’s a case of similar 

and comparethemarket.com. 
A dozen years on, VCCP is still on 

board, while Aleksandr Orlov, the 
�0..$�)�(  -&�/�! ��/.-ݦ� #/�($�� -0/
campaign, whose “simples” catchphrase 
proved to be an earworm of a slogan, is 
now part of a bigger family of 
characters. These include Sergei and 
the ‘meerpup’ Oleg who have been 
turned into plush toys and whose bios 
feature on the ‘Meet the Meerkats’ page 
of the website. 

Their longevity is no accident. 
Compare The Market, part of the BGL 
Group, seeks insights into every piece of 
brand work and has also conducted 
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Compare 
      and 
   contrast

Price comparison website Compare The 
Market was propelled to household 
name status through its meerkat brand 
mascots and is now using data to 
inform its future strategy. By Rob Gray
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Improving bills 
through online 
insight
Compare The Market worked with 
community panel and digital research 
business Verve to ensure the ‘your bills’ 
component of its Meerkat app met 
customer expectations. The service 
allows users to add accounts across 
multiple providers so that they can see 
everything in one view.

Post-launch, Compare The Market 
wanted a detailed understanding of how 
customers felt about the tool. The 
business took a ‘test and learn’ approach, 
blending online qualitative and user 
experience (UX) work.

Insight was sought on: What did the 
‘your bills’ journey look like, from sign-up 
to usage? What was intuitive and where 
were the pain points? How could the 
platform and overall offer be improved?

The three-stage UX journey research 
was run with 25 users over three months. 
Stage one centred on exploratory qual 
research and featured a two-day pop-up 
community on initial reaction; stage two 
was a ‘pulse’ check in on usage and 
views; stage three looked at the renewals 
process and the tool going forward. 

The research was designed to offer a 
full overview by including different 
˔˖˧˜˩˜˧˜˘˦ʟ�˙˥ˢˠ�˕˟ˢ˚�ˣˢ˦˧˦�˧ˢ�ϝ˦˘˟Ё˘ʠ˦˧ˬ˟˘Ϟ�
video uploads. Taking an iterative 
approach allowed the team to feed 
insights back to stakeholders and, based 
on the discoveries, shape the next phase.

ʴˠˢˡ˚�˧˛˘�Ёˡ˗˜ˡ˚˦�˪˘˥˘ʭ�ˠˢ˦˧� 
people linked the main accounts  
from which they paid bills; engagement 
was ‘light-touch’, i.e. mostly quick  
checks; usage was consistent across  
all audiences.

Consequently, Compare The 
Market updated the ‘your bills’ layout 
to give heightened prominence to 
areas where customers could save 
money. Findings also informed new 
tailored communications that lifted 
sign-up response.

consumer research into the toys, which 
are an important element of its rewards 
programme. 

“The meerkat toys are very popular 
and I have heard stories in the past of 
them being sold on eBay for lots of 
(*) 4яќ�.�4.��#$ !���/��*Ȃ$� -��0.$ �
Moan. “But it still varies. There are some 
customers who are not so interested in 
that and are much more about Meerkat 
Meals and Meerkat Movies [part of the 
rewards scheme], where it’s about a 
+0- �(*) 4ѣ*Ȃ��++-*��#ю�
/�2*-&.�!*-�
us that we have a range of rewards for 
*0-��0./*( -.�/*�(  /��$Ȃ - )/�)  �.юќ

Moan joined Compare The Market in 
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“It works for us that we have a 
range of rewards for our customers 

to meet different needs”
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website, but in terms of maturity around 
customer understanding and what you 
do with insight and data-driven 
decisions, it wasn’t where it should  
have been. I have spent the last two  
and a half years setting out a data 
strategy – a plan around people, 
process and technology to mature the 
organisation – which has involved lots 
*!��$Ȃ - )/�/#$)".юќ�

An eye on strategy
Pre-pandemic, the team held plenty of 
physical events, bringing people from 
�$Ȃ - )/�+�-/.�*!�/# �*-"�)$.�/$*)�
together to share with them where to 
���/( - Ȃ$�� #/��(ݦ/���$.�$+'$) .��)��
how the team could help them answer 
�$Ȃ - )/�,0 ./$*).я�!-*(�/# �-*' �*!�
market and customer research to  

January 2019, having previously been 
chief executive of what is now 
Nectar360, part of Sainsbury’s Group, 
and has a long track record in data-
driven insights in the customer loyalty 
sphere. Stepping into her role two 
and a half years ago, it was clear from 
the outset that some change was 
urgently needed. 

As Compare The Market had been 
growing well, the main focus was on the 
brands and products it was selling with 
comparatively little emphasis on 
understanding and measuring the data 
being captured. There was no real 
end-to-end data strategy. 

“When I joined, the business hadn’t 
had a data leader for four years or  
.*яќ�.�4.��*�)ю�ћ�)��$/�.#*2 �ю��# �
/ �(�2�.�,0$/ ��$. )"�" ���)���$�)њ/�
have a strong voice in the organisation. 
The processes and technology from a 
data perspective were behind where 
they needed to be. We were more 
immature in data as a business than I 
would have expected from the outside 
as a customer. 

“Obviously, we use a lot of data to 
provide customers with pricing and 
options when they come on to the 

web analytics. This also entailed 
working to understand the needs of 
�$Ȃ - )/�./�& #*'� -.��)�� �0��/$)"�
them on how they could do certain 
things themselves. 

Moan has an extensive remit, 
overseeing insight and data enablement 
as well as having additional 
responsibility for strategic planning and 
delivery, which she describes as being 
'$& ���+-*% �/�(�)�" ( )/�*Ȃ$� �
function. Insight is led by an associate 
director of insight, analytics and 
optimisation who reports directly to 
Moan. That team is around 40-strong 
and covers customer and market 
research, data science, analytics, and 
funnel/web experience optimisation. 
The data enablement team, meanwhile, 
is roughly the same size and works on 
data governance, behavioural insight 
and reporting, data solutions and data 
portfolio management.  

“My budget has grown since I joined a 
! 2�4 �-.��"*яќ�.�4.��*�)ю�ћ��/��$.���
central part of our strategy, and we are 
part way through a number of big 
change programmes, so obviously the 
$)1 ./( )/��*)/$)0 .юќ�
�#�)" �$.�0)� -+$)) ���4��� ѣ4 1ݦ�-�

strategic plan, which is grounded in 
$).$"#/ю��0-$)"�./-�/ "4�� 1 '*+( )/я�
the team analysed what the platform’s 
propositions should be and the overall 
horizons for the business. Originally 
.$") �ѣ*Ȃ�%0./�� !*- ��*1$�ѣУЫ�#$/я�
�*(+�- ��# ���-& /�#�.�.0�. ,0 )/'4�
�*)�0�/ ����!0-/# -�2�1 �*!�,0�'$/�/$1 �
research to understand what, if anything, 
has changed. The research was carried 
*0/��(*)"���-�)" �*!��$Ȃ - )/��" .��)��
demographics to get a broad view of the 
potential customer base, and also 
explored issues such as “fading centres 
*!�/-0./ќ�ѥ�$)./$/0/$*).�/#�/�#�1 �'*./�
+0�'$����( �ݦ(* я�.0�#��.���)&.�*-�
political parties – to make sure its 
positioning with customers is spot on.

“The insight for us was around 
maintaining our impartial voice and not 
#�1$)"��)4�&$)��*!��$�.яќ�.�4.��*�)ю�
“Being that fun and engaging brand that 
��)�# '+� �0��/ ���( 0ݧ(0/�)*/�*1 -'4�$ �
���0./*( -�$)��)4�*) ��$- �/$*)юќ�

Closures of cinemas and restaurants 
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“... data is a central 
part of our strategy, 
and we are part way 

through a number 
of big change 

programmes...”
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during lockdown had an obvious 
impact on the rewards programme. The 
business also conducted research on 
delivery options, collection and so on, 
���*/�� 1*-+�."($�(ݦ� #/�/0 ���ћ($3 ��
bag” with customers showing 
$).0Ȃ$�$ )/�$)/ - ./�/*�.+�-&��)4�
�ݦ$("$.�)/��#�)" .ю�

A marketing working insight group 
supports the marketers in their 
decision-making and there is ongoing 
work on making sure priority questions 
�- ����- .. ��,0$�&'4��)�� Ȃ �/$1 '4ю�
Brand marketing already has access to 
tools like Adobe Analytics, Google 
Analytics and Power BI so they can 
self-serve certain answers, but the 
insight team is continually involved in 
supporting marketing with more 
$)ѣ� +/#�2*-&ю��*-� 3�(+' я�/# �/ �(�
supplied data that helped Compare The 
Market decide to end its Coronation 
Street sponsorship at the start of the 
4 �-��ȅ -�/# �� ./�+�-/�*!���� ��� ю
�.�*) �2*0'�� 3+ �/я�/# - њ.���"**��

deal of work on the competitive 
landscape. With input from a 
competitor intelligence agency, the 
team produces a monthly overview 
covering core products like car 
insurance, home insurance and energy. 

That goes out to the business with the 
*+/$*)�*!���."($�(ݦ� #/�*/($� $1��+  ��
for product owners and marketers who 
want to know more. 

Compare The Market also has a 
regular consumer tracker in which it 
asks a few set questions each month, 
with ad hoc questions added as 
) � ..�-4ю��0-$)"�/# ݦ�-./�#�'!�*!�ФТФТя�
there was also a special Covid-19 
tracker, a piece of fortnightly research 
designed to understand how consumers 
were feeling and what changes they 
were making to their spending. 
Frequency was pushed out to monthly 
*)� �$/�2�.��' ��/њ( - �2."($�(ݦ� #/�-
earth-shattering.

Working together
� +�-�/ '4я�$)���4�ФТФУя��*(+�- ��# �
Market published The Uneven Impacts of 
the Covid-19 Crisis, a report in 
collaboration with the Centre for 
Economics and Business Research on the 
impact of the pandemic on wealth and 
�(ݦ)�$�'�. �0-$/4ю��# �# ��"($�(ݦ� ($'�
2�.��$.+-*+*-/$*)��(ݦ� /)�$�'�+- ..0- �
*)�#*0. #*'�.�2$/#��#$'�- )я�.$")$ݦ��)/'4�
knocking their productivity and ability to 
.�1 ��4���4��УяТТТٽ�/.*)' �-ю��

Compare The Market is a division of 

BGL Group, which also owns insurance 
brands like Budget Insurance, Dial 
Direct and Beagle Street. Moan is quick 
to stress that these are entirely 
separate businesses, and no data is 
shared between the divisions for 
competition law reasons. That said, 
things like approaches to data science 
are discussed between the otherwise 
separate businesses.

On the data science front, Moan has 
overseen the introduction of the 
Databricks analytics platform, which 
has allowed the team to collaborate on 
��/��.�$ )� ю�ћ�)/$'�2 �#�����/��-$�&.�
as a platform, they were working on 
/# $-�*2)�'�+/*+я�#�1$)"�/*� 3/-��/�/# �
��/���)��-0)�./0Ȃ��4�/# (. '1 .ю��)��
4*0��*0'�)њ/�+�$-��*� �*-��)4/#$)"�'$& �
/#�/яќ� 3+'�$).��*�)ю�ћ	�1$)"���� )/-�'�
platform has accelerated the ability to 
deliver both models, and value from 
those models, in the organisation for 
the team to have a capability that they 
can work on together.”  

Other innovations include a trial 
with Chattermill on an artificial 
$)/ ''$" )� ѣ )��' ��/ 3/��)�'4.$.�*!���
Net Promoter Score survey and the 
current beta testing of machine 
learning regarding photo recognition 
from scanned driving licences. The 
aim here is to make it easier for 
customers to fill in a car insurance 
quote by populating some of the 
fields with data from a scan. 

Moan has also involved her team in 
corporate social responsibility, with the 
launch of Data for Good two years ago 
(now broadened out to CTM for Good) 
to share data skills that the charity 
sector may lack. In April, the business 
# '��/2*���4.��0-$)"�2#$�#��$Ȃ - )/�
teams helped charities with various 
problems. Participants are encouraged 
to check back with the charities to 
ensure their input is perpetuated.  

Meerkats are known to be social 
beasts, and it seems they have a  
highly developed sense of social 
responsibility too. 

 Editor’s note: Susie Moan le! 
Compare The Market prior to 
publication of this article
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1996
Data is now the fuel that drives business – identifying potential markets, shaping new 
products, and targeting consumers. Impact has partnered with �$")$͗��)� , the magazine of 
the Royal Statistical Society, to jointly publish a series exploring the past, present and future of 
the data economy. This third part tells the story of the evolution of social media, which created 
rich and detailed data sources and positioned tech giants as data economies in their own right. 
By Timandra Harkness

social media predecessors MySpace, Friendster and 
SixDegrees. In 1996, writer Melanie Warner 
described the now-familiar feeling in an article for 
Fortune magazine: “You sign on to your favourite 
website and voila! – up pops an ad for Happy Times 
Cruise Lines… Sure enough, you work in Connecticut, 
and you’ve been thinking about vacationing in the 
Mediterranean. But how do they know that? Whoever 
they are.” 

As Warner goes on to explain, “they” are probably 
DoubleClick, an advertising broker launched in 
March of that year. By July, it had profiles for four 
million people, and 25 major websites on its books. 
“The next time you log on to a DoubleClick site, its 
software notes your email address, checks out your 
user profile, and uploads an ad customised for you 
– within milliseconds of your signing on,” she writes.

Underlying some modern iterations of this 
advertising system is a process known as real-time 
bidding (RTB), still used today by companies 
including Google, which bought DoubleClick in 2008. 
When you log on to a web page linked to an ad 

The new kings 
  and queens 
             of data

U ntil February 2004, a ‘face book’ was a 
paper directory that US students 
received to help them get to know each 
other, with names, photographs and a 
few biographical details. That was until 

Harvard University student Mark Zuckerberg had the 
idea of creating an online version. 

Well over a thousand Harvard students signed up 
within 24 hours of TheFacebook’s launch. Today, 
Facebook (which dropped the ‘the’ in 2005) claims to 
have 2.85 billion monthly active users worldwide – 
more than half the world’s internet users and getting 
on for a third of the planet’s human population. Total 
revenue in 2020 was more than $85bn. 

Any platform that attracts an audience of more than a 
billion people a day could expect to make money from 
advertising, but what makes Facebook’s advertising 
space so valuable is the ability to target the right pairs 
of eyes, and what makes that possible is data. 

The ability to gather data from someone’s online 
behaviour, to build a profile of them and target them 
with online adverts is older than Facebook or its 
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network, the network’s software will parse available 
information about you from your logins, cookies on 
your computer, and so on, and create a ‘bid request’ 
at an ad exchange. 
±2Q�WKDW�H[FKDQJH��GLɅHUHQW�DGYHUWLVHUV�ZLOO�ELG�IRU�

the right to fill that space on your website,” says 
marketing analytics consultant Andrew Willshire. 
“The ad exchange will weigh up all the potential 
bidders, and whoever has bid the highest will get the 
right to serve that impression to the viewer. This 
process happens in thousandths of a second, which is 
why the adverts look like they are there the whole 
time to the user.”

Much the same thing happens when you log on to 
social platforms: you’ll see content that advertisers 
KDYH�ELG�IRU��EDVHG�RQ�\RXU�SURILOH��7KH�GLɅHUHQFH�LV�
that social media sites can know their audience like no 
advertising platform ever before.  

Changing the world?
The advent of social media in the early 21st century 
was rapid. By 2011, a UK government report 
estimated that three in five internet users also used 
social media, up from under one in five in 2007. 
Market researchers, social researchers and others 
quickly took notice. The aforementioned UK 
government report, The Use of Social Media for 
Research and Analysis: A Feasibility Study, argued that 
“when compared to traditional surveys, social media 
GDWD�RɅHU�FRQVLGHUDEOH�DGYDQWDJHV�LQ�WHUPV�RI�KRZ�
quickly results are delivered, the scale at which results 
can be brought in, and (potentially) how cheaply they 
can be obtained”.

Jake Steadman was one of the many researchers 
excited about using secondary data from social media 
and similar sources. “I probably went in just naively 
assuming it was going to change the world,” he says. 
After years of working for marketing and research 
agencies, Steadman went to O2 as its first head of 
real-time research. (He has since held roles at Twitter 
and Deliveroo.)

“No-one really knew what it was,” he says of his 
new role. “But it meant they [O2] recognised this new 
and emerging insight source, which was social data, 
but they didn’t really know how to access it or how to 
use it. And nor did I, I’d never done it before. But we 
both decided to take a bit of a leap of faith.” 

Steadman is frank about his early enthusiasm for 
social media data. “I think I arrogantly assumed it 
was going to replace everything,” he says. Nor was  
he alone in thinking that. Consultant Ray Poynter 
says: “There was probably a lot of optimism around 
how much we could do with social media data. One  
of the mantras that people talked about was, ‘Why 
talk to some of us when you can listen to all of us?’ 

2004200520072008
There is a lot of sense in that.”

As Poynter explains, social media presented 
organisations with the means to listen to “real 
customers talking about their real experiences, on 
topics we had not thought to ask about or we had  
not prioritised”. 

“It’s fantastic at answering questions you didn’t 
ask,” he says. 

Indeed, there are some questions you would never, 
or could never, put in a survey. For example, it’s easy 
to find out what sort of products people currently like 
just by asking them. But, if you want to create a new 
product, the ultimate goal should be to figure out 
what people might like in future. 

“Take, for example, matcha tea,” says Steve King, 
chief executive of data analytics company Black Swan. 
Matcha is the green powder used in the Japanese tea 

 The history of the data economy  
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Social media data is good for identifying long-term 
trends, and innovations that straddle contexts. 
However, says Poynter, there are still questions that 
are better answered by researchers doing the asking. 
Hypotheticals, adverts or products that don’t exist yet 
can’t be tested by passive observation of electronic 
word of mouth. 

Of course, no matter how many social media  
users rave about a product like matcha tea, it is 
unlikely that these views are representative of the 
broader population. 

As Steadman ultimately discovered, after the initial 
giddy wave of social media enthusiasm had passed: 
“O2, like every brand, did segmentations, and brand 
measurement, and customer experience measurement 
and all those kinds of metrics. Social data sits 
alongside those. It doesn’t replace them; it augments 
and adds cultural context. But you still need to have 
statistically robust measures in place.”

Even Black Swan, whose focus is social media data, 
combines the latter with other forms of secondary 
data, and surveys, to get a multi-dimensional picture. 
But for King, social media data has advantages over 
surveys, because you don’t influence responses by the 
way you ask the questions. “By going bottom-up 
rather than top-down, you’ve got more granular data 
that allows you to build models, and then build 
algorithms and prediction,” he says.

This mix of big-picture and granular detail also 
appeals to statistician Simon Raper, founder of 
Coppelia Machine Learning and Analytics. He uses 
the example of viewer recommendations for a 
streaming service. “If I want to understand what the 
average customer is doing, or something broadly 
about viewing patterns, I can just take a sample and I 
GRQ´W�KDYH�WR�JR�FUD]\�RQ�WKH�ELJ�GDWD�VWXɅ�²�%XW��KH�
says, “the huge amount of data is going to make it 
possible for me to answer questions about some niche 
viewing, like Japanese horror.”

Raper likens it to a pixelated image. “If you’ve got a 
picture of a crowd, a low-resolution picture doesn’t 
really matter if you just want to make out the shape of 
the crowd, or groups within it. But if you want to 
zoom in on someone’s face, then you need a really 
high-definition image.” It’s almost “paradoxical”, he 
says, that one of the things we can do with enormous 
amounts of data and processing power is to focus on 
the smaller details. 

The privacy question 
The capacity to zoom in on the individual brings us 
back to one of the most powerful, and disquieting, 
aspects of social media – especially when it is being 
used by the same platform to collect data and to target 
advertising. Though the predictive strength of data 

  The history of the data economy

ceremony, prepared by growing green tea in very 
particular conditions and then grinding it finely.  
“It really has been around for ages,” says King. But 
WKHQ�LW�EHJDQ�WR�EH�GUXQN�LQ�GLɅHUHQW�IRUPV�DQG�LQ�
GLɅHUHQW�SODFHV�

Black Swan’s data-gathering is designed to pick up 
on the weak signals associated with big data 
techniques, like a few visitors to San Francisco  
trying a new drink in a hip café and then raving about 
it online.

“People start making [matcha tea] and selling it in  
a cool cafe,” says King, “then the little cool brands 
start running quite small production lines – higher 
costs, but a bit more agile. So, you’ll see it in the  
cool organic shops. From there, it begins to be a 
slightly larger trend, and then your bigger companies 
pick it up – and the joy of data is that you saw that 
whole thing.”
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such as Facebook ‘likes’ has been overstated, we 
undoubtedly share more unsolicited information 
about ourselves, in digital form, than any humans 
before us.

Add to that the capacity of analytical algorithms to 
combine datasets, to find statistical relationships and 
to infer interests and demographic details from other 
data, and market segmentation turns into 
microsegmentation. 

In November 2012, The Guardian reported how 
Barack Obama’s re-election team “used cookies to 
service targeted digital adverts to voters’ computers, 
honing the message according to the individual’s age, 
gender, occupation, interests and voting history”. 

Yet microtargeting came to be viewed somewhat 
less favourably after the successful Brexit campaign in 
the UK and Donald Trump’s election as US president 
in 2016.

Cambridge Analytica, which claimed to be able to 
combine data profiling with psychological profiling 
techniques, became the focus for a new awareness of 
how political campaigning uses social media data. 
$OWKRXJK�WKH�,QIRUPDWLRQ�&RPPLVVLRQHU´V�2ɆFH�
(ICO) concluded that Cambridge Analytica was not 
involved in the UK referendum on leaving the EU, 
Facebook was fined £500,000 by the regulator for 
failing to protect its users’ data from misuse. 

While the majority of internet users continue to use 
social media and other apps that track and profile 
them, half of US adults report having avoided a 
product or service because of privacy concerns, 
according to April 2020 Pew Research Center 
research, and in the US and UK, tech companies have 
been called to account by elected politicians. 

One response to increased customer concern and 
regulation has been for social media companies to 
monopolise the data they collect. “Facebook in 
particular has become very, very reluctant to sell 
information,” says Poynter. And to the surprise of 
some, the tech giants have also been willing to change 
their data-gathering habits, even to go beyond what 
the law demands in some cases. Google, for instance, 
has proposed to block third-party cookies – the type 
used to track internet activity and target ads – from its 
Chrome internet browser from 2023 (a number of 
rival browsers already do so).

“I think everybody was surprised, including the 
people working at Google, that Google basically did 
more than it needed to do for GDPR [the General 
Data Protection Regulation],” says researcher Simeon 
Duckworth. “Everybody imagines, if you take away 
cookies, the internet will fall apart. Now Google has 
actually gone and said that it will do that.” 

Duckworth is sceptical that data-based profiling and 
WDUJHWLQJ�LV�DOZD\V�HɅHFWLYH��HVSHFLDOO\�IRU�ODUJH�
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advertisers who want to reach a mass audience: the 
extra expense of tools like microtargeting and A/B 
testing to refine a marketing message may not be 
MXVWLILHG�E\�H[WUD�HɅHFWLYHQHVV��6PDOO�DQG�QLFKH�
advertisers are most likely to see results from 
narrowing down their target audience, but they’re 
DOVR�OHVV�OLNHO\�WR�EH�DEOH�WR�DɅRUG�LW�

For this reason, Duckworth does not think that 
tougher regulation will destroy the business model of 
digital advertising. “It’s not going to kill the internet, 
but it is going to redistribute it towards bigger 
platforms, bigger publishers away from the smaller 
ones,” he says. Large companies like Google and 
Facebook will have the scale to work within new  
laws using new techniques. Smaller companies will 
lose access to data and the benefits of targeting a 
niche audience.

So, what is the future of the data economy? A fairer, 
more transparent, less manipulative internet 
environment? Or simply one in which a handful of big 
tech companies run the show, and smaller players go 
under or sell out? The final article in this series will 
seek to answer these and other questions. 

 The fourth part of the series will be published  
in the January 2022 issue of Impact. 

Timandra Harkness is a 
presenter, writer and 
comedian, and author of 
Big data: does size matter?
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not least because gains are not taxed until withdrawal at 
retirement. Similarly, since the Pensions Act 2015, more UK 
stakeholders have taken their gold-plated defined benefit 
pensions out of their company pension schemes and placed them 
into personal self-invested personal pensions (SIPPs) where 
they, too, are buyers of growth stocks. Needless to say, the 
lowest interest rates in human history have buoyed all asset 
prices – bonds, commodities, property, equities – but none more 
so than fast-growth companies.

The regulator rides to the rescue: in an attempt to bolster the 
London market and to keep exciting growth companies at home, 
the UK listings review is looking at changes to the listings rules, 
including around dual-class share structures and free-float 
requirements. It is likely that companies with standard listings 
will ultimately enjoy the same status as the premium listed, 
including inclusion in the FTSE 100 index, which will encourage 

UK fund managers to invest in 
disruptive technologies. This may 
even revive the FTSE 100 when 
entrepreneur-led companies such as 
The Hut Group and S4 Capital 
become eligible for inclusion in the 
coveted index. 

If you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em: the 
short-termism of the City is perhaps 
best exemplified by Daily Mail and 

General Trust’s (DMGT’s) planned sale of RMS, its insurance 
risk modelling business, to Moody’s, for twice the highest 
valuation attributed to it by analysts on a sum-of-the-parts basis 
or on break up – £1.425bn versus £700m. The long road to 
DMGT’s own transformation and take-private began in May 
2018 with the sale of Zoopla’s parent company to Silver Lake 
for £2.2bn, followed in March 2019 with the distribution of 49% 
of Euromoney to its shareholders, which increased the 
Rothermere family’s stake in DMGT from 24% to 36%. It will 
culminate in the distribution of 610p cash per share from the 
sale of RMS, along with DMGT’s successful US listing of used 
car business Cazoo and, finally, the company taking its 
original newspaper and events business private. Who said you 
can’t sell high and buy low at the same time? You just need skin 
and soul in the game.

G oing nowhere fast: more than 20 years after the 
dotcom boom, the UK’s flagship index, the FTSE 
100, is still hovering around the 7,000 level reached 
at the end of 1999, while in the US the S&P, Dow 

Jones and Nasdaq hit new record highs daily. 
Why so? At first, Brexit and then Covid-19 deterred buyers, 

but now with interest rates still at historical lows, there is a bid a 
day for UK public limited companies by private equity players 
and trade buyers, who view it as undervalued against other 
global markets. 

Is it a question of ownership? The explanation for the London 
market’s discount lies in the predominance of slow-growth old 
economy stocks in the FTSE index – banks, oil and gas, mining 
– and the near-absence of fast-growth digital tech companies. It 
is also because of the ownership of the market by pension funds 
and insurance companies who demand progressive dividend 
policies from established blue-chip 
companies to meet the long-term 
liabilities of their customers, the 
pensioners. So to please their 
institutional shareholders, these 
companies over-distribute the cash 
they generate rather than investing it 
for future growth and often, instead, 
make highly-priced acquisitions for 
equity that are welcomed as long as 
they are accretive in the first full year of ownership. 

As we all know, things largely go wrong after the honeymoon 
period, but woe betide the management team that makes 
a dilutive acquisition. So highly-priced accretive acquisitions 
for quick, short-term gains are preferred to painstaking, 
long-term investment for organic growth. Why so? Is it to do 
with the fact that fund managers themselves are judged and 
evaluated – and importantly, rewarded – on short-term quarterly 
and annual performance?

The person on the street is no fool: meanwhile, fast-growth, 
disruptive tech companies do not ordinarily pay dividends and 
instead reinvest cash to turbo-charge organic growth that is 
highly prized and highly rated far above dividend-paying stocks. 
In the US, the market is predominantly owned by retail investors 
in their 401(k) pension plans who prefer capital gains to income, 

London is for 
sale, buy while 

stocks last

“The lowest interest rates in 
human history have buoyed all asset 

prices... but none more so than 
fast-growth companies”
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Why do people give to charity? A recent study 
analysed the link between people living with 
cancer and those who donate money and time. 
By Katie McQuater

Cancer charity Macmillan had a hypothesis that 
one of the major underlying drivers of 
fundraising behaviour was the ‘give-get 

relationship’ – the notion that people who receive help 
and support, or see others receiving it, from the likes of 
Macmillan will then go on to donate, creating a 
. '!Ҋ!0'ޔ�''$)"��4�' ѵ�

This hypothesis prompted a research project with 
Boxclever that combined analytical modelling and 
qualitative research to explore the concept, and 
whether the charity’s work and awareness of it is a key 
!��/*-�$)�+-*(+/$)"��*)�/$*).ѵ�

In an initial ethnographic stage, researchers explored 
the idea of the ‘give-get relationship’ and helped to 
��.(*$.. .�#/+ �Ҋ($�"($.�0/$� (�ޔ �)��$)/ -2 1$.Ѷ�
initially with people living with cancer and their 
$(( �$�/ �!�($'$ .ѵ�

The qualitative team then sought out individuals in 
the social circle of those living with cancer – close 
friends and colleagues – to understand more about 
what they termed the ‘cancer network’ and investigate 
the experience of those who are one step removed 
!-*(�/# �$)�$1$�0�'� 3+ -$ )� �*!���)� -ѵ�

“The qual work really helped us understand what 
was going on in people’s lives and how their 
experiences with charities were playing out, and 
resulting in charitable behaviours back to those 
�#�-$/$ .Ѷ҃ � 3+'�$).���(���-�) -Ѷ��$- �/*-��/��*3�' 1 -ѵ

The company also ran a market sizing exercise, 
conducting an online survey to quantify how many 
people in the UK are living with cancer and how many 
�- ��'*. �/*�.*( *) �'$1$)"�2$/#���)� -Ѷޔ��)�$)"�/#�/�
the majority fall into a category of those who are 
�Ȃ� �/ ���4���)� -Ѷ�2$/#���.(�''�+-*+*-/$*)�'$1$)"�2$/#�
$/�/# (. '1 .Ѷ�.�4.���-�) -ѵ

A third stage involved another survey with around 
4,000 respondents, which focused only on those living 
2$/#���)� -�*-��Ȃ� �/ ���4�$/Ѷ��)����+/0- ��(*- ���/��
*)�#*2�(0�#�+ *+' �#����*)�/ ���)��#*2�!- ,0 )/'4ѵ�
Boxclever then used this to build analytics models to 
0)� -./�)��2#�/��-$1 .��*)�/$*)�� #�1$*0-ѵ�

The company used logistic regression to 
understand how much more or less likely people 
are to donate given a range of factors, including 
� (*"-�+#$��!��/*-.�*-�2# /# -�/# 4ҁ- �.0Ȃ� -$)"�
!-*(���)� -�/# (. '1 .ѵ
��2"($'' �*)� #/�!*�."($�(�ޔ� #/�!*� (�.�/#�/�

those living with cancer, along with people in their 
immediate family, are less likely to donate to 
�#�-$/$ .ѵ�҂
)$/$�''4Ѷ�$/�! '/�'$& ����*0)/ -$)/0$/$1 �
0��Ѷ"($�(�ޔ/�/#�/�2�.�2# - �/# �,0�'���( �$)�/*�
help us understand and explain that people who 
are one step removed need an outlet and some way 
to support, whereas those who are living with 
cancer or in the immediate family are just so 
2-�++ ��0+�$)�/# ���4�/*���4Ѷ҃ � 3+'�$).���-�) -ѵ

The researchers were able to conclude that a 
��ޔ$("$.�)/�(�%*-$/4�*!��*)�/$*)�� #�1$*0-�2�.�
driven by the ‘give-get relationship’ and pinpoint 
what types of interactions with the charity or 
elements of its support services drove a heightened 
+-*+ ).$/4�/*��*)�/ ѵ�

“There was a big hypothesis that the Macmillan 
nurse would be a big driver, and this was, but there 
were other things that were equally powerful – for 
example, simply visiting the Macmillan website and 
seeing all the support materials for people living 
2$/#���)� -�2�.����$"��-$1 -�*!��*)�/$*)�� #�1$*0-ѵ҃

Integrating qualitative research helped the 
analysts to understand the modelling results from a 
#0(�)�+ -.+ �/$1 Ѷ�.�4.���-�) -ѵ�҂�#�/�2 �
showed through qual was how profoundly people 
who are one step removed from the cancer 
 3+ -$ )� ��- ��Ȃ� �/ ���4�.  $)"�!-$ )�.�*-�'*1 ��
ones go through cancer, and also how powerless 
/# 4�!  'ѵ҃

Demonstrating the value of the ‘give-get 
relationship’ and developing a simulation model to 
+- �$�/�/# �'$& '4�*0/�*( �*!��$Ȃ� - )/���(+�$")�
strategies helped the charity to understand more 
��*0/�/# �- /0-)�*)�$)1 ./( )/�*!��$Ȃ� - )/�
�++-*��# .Ѷ�.�4.���-�) -ѵ�

For him, the project reinforced the value of 
analysts and qualitative researchers working in 
'*�&./ +ѵ�҂�# - ҁ.���/ )� )�4�!*-��)�'4./.�/*�� �
.$'* ��!-*(�,0�'�- . �-�# -.ѵ�� -.*)�'$/4Ҋ2$. Ѷ�
2 ҁ- ��$Ȃ� - )/��-  �.�*!�+ *+' ��)��$/ҁ.���- �'�
shame because when you get the two together and 
take a little bit of time for the analyst to explain to 
the qual researchers what the modelling is doing 
and vice versa, you get to a more powerful 
*0/�*( ѵ��# �,0�'�/ �(���)�- �''4��-/$�0'�/ �/#$)".�
in a way that statistical people just can’t, so the two 
/*" /# -�$.�.*�+*2 -!0'ѵ��.��)�$)�0./-4��.���2#*' Ѷ�
we need to take the time to try and bring both 
�$.�$+'$) .�/*" /# -ѵ҃

Charitable
     deeds
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B 
ias in data analytics is a broad subject, but an 
important one that I want to address to ensure that 
ZH�PDQDJH�ELDV�HɅHFWLYHO\�ZLWKLQ�WKH�DQDO\WLFV�
LQGXVWU\��7KLV�LV�EHFDXVH�,�EHOLHYH�WKHUH�ZLOO�EH�D�

PRUH�SXEOLF�GHEDWH�RQ�KRZ�SHUFHLYHG�GDWD�ELDV�LPSDFWV�JURXSV� 
RI�SHRSOH��DQG�ZH�QHHG�WR�EH�DKHDG�RI�WKDW�FRQYHUVDWLRQ�

Data analytics has been at the forefront of the national news 
throughout the pandemic. One of the more challenging areas 
connected to analytics was the proposed use of algorithms to 
estimate the exam results of children in 2020. In principle, using 
SUHGLFWLYH�PRGHOOLQJ�WR�UHSODFH�H[DPV�ZDV�QRW�D�EDG�LGHD��$V�
TXHVWLRQV�ZHUH�UDLVHG�RQ�IDLUQHVV�WR�SXSLOV��KRZHYHU��WKH�
algorithm was dropped and replaced with teacher predictions. 

The proposed approach brought to the public conscience the 
idea of bias in data-led algorithms and 
WKH�QHJDWLYH�LPSDFW�LW�FDQ�KDYH�RQ�D�
large community of people. There 
ZLOO��RI�FRXUVH��KDYH�EHHQ�VRPH�
potential bias in the teacher-based 
results, but it is the direct link to data 
algorithms – and their use in large 
data sets – that will raise questions. 

This is a reminder that, as 
SURSRQHQWV�RI�DQDO\WLFV��ZH�KDYH� 
a duty to continue to try to address the challenge of bias to  
ensure the best results. It is not a new issue for our industry.  
,��KRZHYHU��ZRXOG�OLNH�WR�WKLQN�RXU�UHVHDUFK�VDPSOHV�DUH� 
selected carefully, and we collect the right data for the job to 
HQVXUH�ZH�GHOLYHU�TXDOLW\�UHFRPPHQGDWLRQV��'HVSLWH�WKDW��WKHUH�
DUH�VSHFLILF�DUHDV�RI�SRWHQWLDO�GDWD�ELDV��RI�ZKLFK�,�EHOLHYH�ZH�
need to be cognisant.  
$V�D�PDOH�DQDO\WLF�GLUHFWRU��,�DP�DZDUH�RI�WKH�GDQJHU�WKDW�KRZ�

I lead my team may come with my own unconscious bias. The 
role of unconscious bias in data analysis is a watch out, and was 
brought to my attention further recently after reading Invisible 
Women by Caroline Criado Perez. The book brings to life 
VHYHUDO�REVHUYDWLRQV�RI�DQDO\WLFV�ZKHUH�ZRPHQ�DUH�SRWHQWLDOO\�

GLVDGYDQWDJHG�EHFDXVH�RI�SUHGRPLQDWHO\�PDOH�OHG��GDWD�EDVHG�
GHFLVLRQV��7KH�SRLQW�LV�WKDW�ZH�FDQ�VWULYH�WR�DGGUHVV�WKLV�W\SH�RI�
ELDV�IURP�ZKDWHYHU�SRVLWLRQ�ZH�KROG�LQ�RXU�LQGXVWU\���
,�UHFDOO��VHYHUDO�\HDUV�DJR��PDQ\�D�YLVLW�WR�D�VKRSSHU�LQVLJKW�

director in Cheltenham. On the wall was a statement, ‘90% of 
stores are designed by men, 90% of shopping trips are taken by 
ZRPHQ´��,�DP�QRW�VXUH�DERXW�WKH�VRXUFH��EXW�LW�KDV�DOZD\V�VHUYHG�
DV�D�UHPLQGHU�WR�PH�WKDW�,�PXVW�HQVXUH�ZH�KDYH�WKH�ULJKW�PL[�RI�
PLQGV�DQG�LQVWLO�WKH�LPSRUWDQFH�RI�GLYHUVLW\�ZKHQ�EXLOGLQJ�WHDPV�
ZRUNLQJ�RQ�D�SURMHFW��/HW�XV�FKDOOHQJH�RXUVHOYHV�RQ�WKH�SHUVRQDO�
bias that we might bring. It is a sign of leadership to step back, 
DQG�DFFHSW�WKH�LQSXW�DQG�FKDOOHQJH�IURP�RWKHUV�WR�GHOLYHU�WKH�
URXQGHG�DSSURDFK�WKDW�UHPRYHV�ELDV�ZKHUH�ZH�FDQ�

The second area to address is how we deal with confirmation 
bias. Many of us work with internal 
customers or clients who want data to 
tell a specific story. We must be 
prepared to spend time on how an 
DQDO\WLF�DSSURDFK�LV�EXLOW�WR�SURYLGH�
UHVXOWV�ZLWK�LQWHJULW\��,�KDYH�ZRUNHG�
on many projects relating to media or 
SURPRWLRQDO�HYDOXDWLRQ�RI�IRRG�RU�
drink items where the exclusion of a 
VLPSOH�YDULDEOH��VXFK�DV�ZHDWKHU�GDWD��

could lead to misleading results or misattribution of campaign 
success. We must control the data inputs to build the best analytic 
DSSURDFK�ZLWK�WKH�GDWD�ZH�KDYH�DYDLODEOH��7KDW�PLJKW�PHDQ�
pushing for more information to input into our model because we 
NQRZ�LW�ZLOO�PDNH�D�GLɅHUHQFH�WR�UHPRYLQJ�D�ELDVHG�UHVXOW���

Facing up to bias is an industry question, and as artificial 
intelligence grows, so too do the questions on how algorithmic 
bias impacts results. There will always be something in any 
analytic approach that can be challenged, but being aware and 
sharing our thinking will mean we can protect the reputation of 
WKH�GDWD�DQDO\VLV��GULYH�RXW�WKH�XQFRQVFLRXV�ELDV��DQG�GHOLYHU�
great outputs that secure the role of analytics as a ‘go to’ place 
for our organisation’s issues.  

Analytic 
bias 

“Let us challenge ourselves on the 
personal bias that we might bring. 

It is a sign of leadership to step 
back and accept input from others”
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  Science

Imagine the scene. You enter a restaurant, sit 
down and open the menu. Two options jump 
*0/��/�4*0ю��# ݦ�-./я�./ �&я��#$+.��)��� �-)�$. �

sauce. The other, wild orecchiette with invigorated 
�0� -"$) �.'$� -.��)��(�-& /�.0)"*'�ю��# - �$.� 
a good chance that your order would come 
medium-rare.

Meaningless terms are littered across the 
restaurant trade and are commonplace in 
numerous other industries too, as a way of 
.#*2��.$)"�+- ($0(�+-*�0�/.�*-�(�&$)"�/# (�
more enticing to customers. A recent study 
examined the impact these terms have on 
products’ success, and found that in many cases 

Losing  
meaning

Complicated product terms are not a 
new thing. But could they be putting 
o! consumers? By Liam Kay

/# 4�2 - ���/0�''4�*Ȃѣ+0//$)"�/*�/# �(�%*-$/4� 
of people. 

The paper, Meaningless Descriptors Increase 
Price Judgments and Decrease Quality Judgments, 
 3�($) .�/# ��$Ȃ - )� �� /2  )�љ( �)$)"!0'њ�
product descriptions (those that provide clear 
. (�)/$��( �)$)"�*-��*)/ 3/ѱ��)��љ( �)$)"' ..њ�
� .�-$+/$*).�Ѱ2#$�#��- �)*/�0)� -./**���4�
consumers either in isolation or in context) on 
potential customers’ price judgements and 
.0�% �/$1 �,0�'$/4� 3+ �/�/$*).ю�
�-) ./���.&$)я��*ѣ�0/#*-�*!�/# �./0�4��)��

researcher at Saint Joseph’s University in 
Philadelphia, says the genesis for the research 
��( �!-*(���1$.$/�/*���- ./�0-�)/ю�ћ� �2 - �'**&$)"�
at various items on restaurant menus, and how 
/# 4�2 - �)�( �яќ�# �'�0"#.ю�ћ� �2 - �/�'&$)"�
��*0/�#*2�2 ��- �- '�/$1 '4� �0��/ ��+ *+' я��0/�
we had no idea what some of the menu items 
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were. We got to thinking ‘OK, if we don’t know 
what some of these items are, many other people 
probably also don’t know what these items mean’. 

“We thought this might be a cool project to 
study, where we look at words on menus that you 
do not already know what they mean and how 
/# 4��Ȃ �/�4*0-�+ -� +/$*)�*!�/# �- ./�0-�)/��)��
the dish.”

The research team carried out four experiments 
to examine the impact of meaningless terms.  
2�.�/.-ݦ� #��ФЫЫ�+�-/$�$+�)/.�-�)�*('4��..$") ��
to two groups, one examining a random 
meaningless descriptor added to a staple food, 
and a control just including the staple food term. 
�# �) 3/� 3+ -$( )/�#���ФТФ�+�-/$�$+�)/.��)��
examined the use of random meaningless 
descriptors in four non-food everyday items:  
a ballpoint pen, a neck pillow, hand soap and 
facial tissues.
�# �/#$-�� 3+ -$( )/�#���ФТХ�+�-/$�$+�)/.��)��

asked each to evaluate both fried chicken and a 
glazed doughnut, with one group provided an 
additional randomly generated meaningless term 
before the item, for example, ‘zal-fried chicken’. All 
participants were asked whether they associated 
each meaningless descriptor with any positive or 
negative meaning and asked to give them a 
numerical rating. 
�(ݦ� #�'� 3+ -$( )/�.�2�ЦТФ�+�-/$�$+�)/.��.& ��

to think of a friend who is either very 
unconventional or very conventional, and then to 
$(�"$) ��04$)"�����& -4�"$ȅ���ݦ$/- �/ �!*-�/# (�
based on the description of a glazed donut, some 
of which included meaningless descriptors.

The results broadly showed that when 
meaningless terms were used, people thought the 
item would be more expensive. However, they also 
thought the item would be of a lower quality than 
products with more straightforward and easily 
understood descriptions.

“In the restaurant industry, there is this overall 
idea that if you make something sound cool and 
untypical, that is automatically going to, in all 
cases, be better for your restaurant,” says Baskin. 
“This research shows that is not always the case. In 
many cases, when you see an item on a menu, and 
you don’t really know what it is, based on an 
adjective, you think it might be more expensive 
and that it might not be an item for you. That 
might even prevent you from going to the 
restaurant to experience the item.”

The trend is primarily seen among utilitarian 
items that are commonly known, such as fried 
chicken or a ballpoint pen. Complicated  
additional terminology that the consumer does 

not recognise risks making them imagine a weird 
version of the commonplace product. “They are 
unlikely to like it,” Baskin adds. 

However, this might not be applicable to every 
industry – technology is an area where numerous 
terms that are alien to the average consumer are in 
everyday parlance. The research paper suggests 
that technology is one area where meaningless 
descriptors might increase price judgements 
without decreasing quality expectations or hurting 
purchase intentions.

Much depends on the target audience.  
The research suggests that complicated and 
uncommon terms will not work with a broader 
customer base. People do not have the ability to 
taste a product before going to a restaurant, and 
*ȅ )�#�1 �/*�%0�" ���'*��/$*)���. ��*)�/# �
information contained in the menu. More bizarre 
names might therefore not be the best strategy, 
depending on the likely customer base. 

“It really depends on the segment you are 
targeting,” argues Baskin. “You can succeed as a 
restaurant targeted towards a high-end foodie. 
They will be familiar with the terminology, and it 
�* .)њ/�) � ..�-$'4�+0/�/# (�*Ȃю�

“The key comes when you need your audience 
to be a little bit broader, and you want to bring in 
folks who are not ensconced in foodie culture and 
are less likely to know what these words mean. 
That is the dilemma the restaurants are in.” 

Outside the food industry, the research raises 
the question of how language is used to describe 
products, and whether simpler wording could be 
(*- � Ȃ �/$1 ��/�.#*2��.$)"��)�$/ (њ.�,0�'$/4�/*�
its intended audience. Baskin says that the next 
steps are to consider other types of descriptors, 
and the impact they could have – for example, 
how language and linguistics in marketing can 
�Ȃ �/�+-*�0�/�.0�� ..��)��� .$-��$'$/4ю�

“Language is really important, and you need to 
know whether people are going to understand 
what it is you are trying to sell them,” says Baskin. 
“If they don’t understand, they are going to make 
assumptions. This work says that if they don’t 
understand at all and have no associations, they 
will make negative assumptions.” It appears that 
for many consumers, simplicity is key – if your 
product is good, do not overcomplicate. The 
�'�..$���$.# .��)��� .�-$+/$*).��- �*ȅ )�љ�'�..$�њ�
for a reason.

 Ernest Baskin, Peggy J. Liu, Meaningless 
Descriptors Increase Price Judgments and Decrease 
Quality Judgments, Journal of Consumer 
Psychology, Volume 31, Issue 2, April 2021
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Cue  
action!

 Columnist  Crawford Hollingworth

A s researchers, we often explore the context around 
the product, service or consumers we are 
researching. New research on understanding the 
science behind habits and routines has given us 

another concrete reason to explore context – how analysing the 
types of cues prompting a routine behaviour can indicate how 
strong and well-embedded a routine might be. 

Significantly, not all cues are equal. There is a plethora of 
behaviour-change interventions in trying to build a new habit, 
many of which have limited success, especially long term. Having 
D�FOHDUHU�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ�RI�ZKLFK�FXHV�DUH�OLNHO\�WR�EH�HɅHFWLYH�
could inform interventions to help people select the cues that best 
fit their context and, so, ensure a strong habit is built.

We already know that establishing cues – background 
reminders in your surroundings that automatically make you 
WKLQN�³DDK��,�QHHG�WR�GR�[�RU�\´�¯�FDQ�EH�DQ�HɅHFWLYH�ZD\�WR�
prompt and build a new habit or routine. 

When we consistently perform a behaviour upon encountering 
a specific cue in our context, it reinforces the association we have 
between that cue and the behaviour. As these associations 
strengthen, the behaviour happens more automatically and 
habitually as our control over the new behaviour shifts from the 
conscious, intentional and memory-based parts of the brain to the 
non-conscious parts of the brain.

Not all cues are equal
Qualitative research by Katarzyna Stawarz and Benjamin 
Gardner, psychologists at Bristol University and King’s College 
/RQGRQ�UHVSHFWLYHO\��KDV�H[SORUHG�ZKDW�PDNHV�DQ�HɅHFWLYH�
strategy for cueing simple habits. Previous research by Gardner 
on establishing habits has already found that, left to their own 
devices, people often pick suboptimal cues, failing to be specific 
enough or trying to include too many behaviours in a single plan.

In this new work, Stawarz and Gardner have explored how 
people build a new habit. They recruited 38 young people to 
make taking a daily vitamin C tablet a habit over the course 
of three weeks. Crucially, they were given no guidance on how 
to build the habit. The research explored how people responded 
through a combination of in-depth, semi-structured interviews, 
one at the start and another at the end of the study; and two 

“When we consistently 
perform a behaviour upon 

encountering a specific cue in 
our context, it reinforces the 
association between the cue 

and the behaviour”

evidence-based structured questionnaires (one to measure 
memory ability and another to measure the strength of habit), 
together with in-context photo submissions of where 
participants kept their tablets. Adherence was primarily 
determined based on participants’ self-reports of forgetting. 
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take a couple of weeks. Many participants used multiple cues, 
keeping them in a specific location (by their bed or on their desk 
were common) and piggybacking taking the tablet with an 
existing routine, giving them a specific time cue as well. For 
H[DPSOH��DIWHU�PRUQLQJ�FRɅHH�RU�EUXVKLQJ�WHHWK��RU�DIWHU�
medications they were already taking.

Stawarz and Gardner’s analysis enables us to identify a strategy 
for building optimal cues for a new habit:
O  Choose multiple cues: choosing only one cue meant people 

were vulnerable to forgetting. For example, one participant 
placed her tablets in her bag with her laptop charger, but found 
there were some days when she didn’t take the charger out of 
her bag. Participants who relied on multiple cues tended to be 
more successful at remembering.

O  Stable context: participants who picked a stable context that 
they were likely to encounter every day had more success 
taking their tablet. Those who chose unstable contexts, 
which could change from day to day, had less success. 
One participant kept their vitamins in their jacket pocket, on 
the basis that hearing the bottle rattle as they walked would 
prompt them to take the tablet, but failed to forecast how this 
strategy might be easily overturned – when they chose to wear 
another jacket if the weather changed, or if they didn’t leave 
the house.

O  Narrow time slot: participants had less success when they 
didn’t specify a rough time slot in their daily routine, relying 
on a vague strategy of ‘I’ll take it when I see it’. The problem 
with this is that we adapt to visual salience; we get used to 
what is in our vicinity and gradually stop noticing things. 
Not only did this mean they sometimes forgot to take it, but 
they also couldn’t remember if they had already taken it or not. 
In contrast, participants who picked narrower, more specific 
WLPH�VORWV�¯�VXFK�DV�³DIWHU�PRUQLQJ�FRɅHH´�RU�³DIWHU�DODUP�
clock’ – tended to do better.

O  Piggybacking to an existing routine: many participants tagged it 
onto an existing routine, such as taking it with their 
contraceptive pill or after brushing their teeth. This is borne 
out in previous research – connecting the new habit to an 
established routine can make for a very strong habit cue.

Those who built successful habits used multiple cues, picked out 
a stable location, a narrow time slot and often piggybacked 
the new habit to an existing one. Those who were most specific 
about their cues, and made them unique, tended to have the 
most success.

For researchers, in-depth qualitative research such as this helps 
us understand why we need a deep contextual understanding to 
explore potential cues, and how we might analyse habitual 
behaviours or the failure to develop a strong habit. For behaviour-
change practitioners, in-depth qualitative research delivers 
powerful insights into how we might help people build stronger 
GDLO\�KDELWV��RɅHULQJ�D�FOHDU�VWUDWHJ\�IRU�KRZ�WR�GHVLJQ�DQG�
leverage the cues most likely to have success, or helping people 
develop their own personalised action plan.

Crawford Hollingworth  Columnist  

Most participants took their tablets roughly the equivalent of 
five times per week, or 71% of the time. Scores from the 
habit-strength questionnaire, taken at the end of the three-
week period, showed a weak habit had started to form for 11 
of the participants.

The final interview focused on: participants’ experiences of 
attempting to take vitamin C tablets, including their 
remembering strategies; their rationale for selecting specific 
cues; the ease of remembering; the reasons for forgetting; the 
role of visual cues; problems with existing automatic behaviours; 
DQG�WKH�GLɅHUHQFHV�EHWZHHQ�LQLWLDO�SODQV�IRU�UHPHPEHULQJ�
vitamins and the actual strategies used.

Good and bad cues 
The research identified some simple flaws in how people 
approached the task, such as choosing strategies they had used 
before, regardless of whether they had worked or not, and having 
very vague plans.

Many experimented with a whole wealth of cues, using trial and 
error to work out what worked best for them, and this tended to 
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To advertise telephone 020 7566 1843  Support services  

Ÿ F2F interviewing across UK, including NI
Ÿ Qual recruitment
Ÿ Tablet/Paper/Telephone interviewing
Ÿ Postal Surveys
Ÿ Online
Ÿ Coding, Data Entry and Tabs

Specialists in
 fast turnaround  

projects.
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For the best quote possible 
or just to chat about your options 

contact Lisa Stringer or Carol Timson

Email: Enquiries@dataoptions.co.uk    
     Tel: 0161 477 9195

Experienced in all methodologies
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Please Contact  

Tim Jones
on 020 7566 1843
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S ince 2019, the Market Research Society has 
been working with a group of research 
employers to develop a research 

apprenticeship, following the introduction of a 
government apprenticeship levy applying to all 
employers in England with an annual pay bill of 
more than £3m. 
�ȅ -�4 �-.�*!�2*-&�!-*(�/# �/-�$'�'�5 -�"-*0+я� 

the market research executive apprenticeship is 
set to launch in 2022. Louise Maycock, head of 
talent at Ipsos Mori, who has chaired the group 
since it was formed, says there was a gap in the 
industry for an apprenticeship covering core 
research work.

“There was no core research apprenticeship 
available, therefore there was a big gap in our 
industry to bring in apprentices to do our core 
work,” says Maycock. “For example, in Ipsos, we 
bring in project management apprentices and 
business admin apprentices, but they can’t work 
on the core of research with clients during the 
apprenticeship because the apprenticeship 

  Careers

standards have to be very closely aligned to the 
work you do, as it’s vocational and you have to 
demonstrate the work you do. So, we had a big 
gap in the industry in our core market research.”

The group, which has more than 20 members, 
including Channel 4 and Disney, worked 
collaboratively to create the standard knowledge, 
skills and behaviours required, explains Maycock. 

“We had to work together to create and agree 
what we thought the knowledge, skills and 
behaviours of a market research executive are, 
and make sure that they applied across all 
sectors – agency side, client side, public sector, 
private sector, charity. We had to make sure all 
the things we included as competencies could be 
achieved by a market research executive working 
in all sectors, so that took a little while to agree, 
create and work through.”

The group has created an end-point 
�.. ..( )/�+'�)�����(ݦ�*/�� &-*�2�(�/-�$)$)"�
provider that could produce a training plan 
against the assessment, which will be piloted 

Learning 
on the job

The market research sector’s 
apprenticeship is set to launch 
following more than two years of 
work from a group of industry-wide 
trailblazers. By Katie McQuater
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with a few apprentices from this autumn, before 
launching in 2022.

Making sure the standard was applicable and 
achievable for apprentices across the board was 
challenging, says Maycock, as was disruption 
caused by Covid-19, with the group unable to  
meet in person or focus as much time on 
developing the apprenticeship.  

Industry application
At Ipsos Mori, Maycock says the apprenticeship – a 
 1 '�Ц�,0��ݦ$'�/$*)��$( ���/�+ *+' �2#*�#�1 �
done A-levels – will be used as an alternative entry 
point for new recruits. “We are traditionally a 
graduate employer and have a big graduate 
scheme, so we are working on how we create a 
really strong apprenticeship programme to 
complement our grad scheme.

“Our graduates join and in one year they become a 
research executive – for our apprentices, the 
programme will be 18 months. We will recruit people 
in the same way, but they will not have gone to 
university, and they will become a 
research executive in 18 months, 
instead of 12.”

Attracting a new talent pool to 
the industry is increasingly 
important in a post-pandemic jobs 
market because of the other 
options available to young people, 
says Maycock. 

“The opportunity to bring new 
fresh thinking into our industry as 
opposed to others; it’s a real requirement now 
because of the way the world’s changing.”

Ipsos Mori’s experience of taking on apprentices 
to date – in areas such as project management – 
has been that they tend to be from more diverse 
backgrounds than those joining through the 
graduate programme. 

For Clare Bamberger, head of insight at the 
House of Commons and a member of the 
trailblazer group, it’s important for the research 
industry to have apprenticeships because of the 
increasing demand for quality insight for  
decision-making. 

“It’s not an obvious career path, so having an 
apprenticeship can attract a new diverse pool of 
candidates who will better be able to represent the 
audiences and understand the products and 
services they are researching. Not needing a 
degree to start is an important step – this is open 
to everyone, provided they meet the criteria,”  
says Bamberger.

“Market research is not just one thing. The 

spread of sectors and specialisms in market 
research is very wide, so the more we can upskill 
people early in their career with a variety of career 
paths to choose from, the better we can attract 
and retain talent in the industry.”

Less traditional route to research
“An apprenticeship isn’t for everyone, but it 
worked incredibly well for me,” says Amanda 
Hammond, research executive at Opinium, who 
' ȅ�.�#**'��ȅ -�.$3/#�!*-(�/*�� "$)�# -���-  -��.���
research apprentice at ITV. “If I had carried on 
with my A-levels and gone to university, I would 
have only graduated last year. Instead, I’m almost 
� �4 1ݦ-.��# ���*!�(4�+  -.�$)�/ -(.�*!��*)/��/.я�
experience and salary.”

Hammond feels apprenticeships are important 
for the industry to foster greater diversity and 
*Ȃ -��$Ȃ - )/�+ -.+ �/$1 .ю�

“Our entire industry is built on understanding 
people and what they think, feel, and do – but to 
truly understand our environment, our workforce 

needs to be as diverse 
as possible. “Apprenticeships can 
provide those 
�$Ȃ - )/�+ -.+ �/$1 .��)���''*2�
people who may not be able to 
access our industry via the 
traditional routes (for example, 
internships or graduate 
programmes) an entry point. I 
hope the creation of this scheme 
means that apprenticeships in 

research will be viewed on the same level as 
university education, because the work we do is 
.*��$1 -. я��)��*0-�2*-&!*-�� ݧ -��'0*#.� /�/#�/юќ

In order for the apprenticeship to be successful 
in redressing the industry’s lack of diversity, 
take-up should be encouraged from under-
represented groups, says Hammond. “To do that, 
we need to educate people about this 
brilliant opportunity, in particular those in sixth 
form and college, so market research becomes as 
highly considered as other marcomms industries 
like marketing and advertising.”

Maycock concurs, saying that the next step 
once the apprenticeship has launched is 
promoting it. “We need to make sure people 
know that it exists – we need to work with schools 
and other organisations to get the word out there 
that we have this opportunity in the industry that 
people may not know about. I think that’s the 
challenge – how to publicise and communicate 
this in the right places to get people interested in 
research as a career.”

Careers  

“Attracting a new talent pool 
to the industry is increasingly 

important in a post-
pandemic jobs market”
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T he MRS standards team has continued to add to the 
essential safeguards series of guidance, with the aim 
of guiding our members in the prevention of harm, a 

key construct of the MRS code. The latest addition to the series 
covers mental health.

One in four people in the UK will have a mental health 
problem at some point. While mental health problems are 
common, most are mild, tend to be short term and are normally 
treated successfully, with medication, by a GP.

Mental health is about how we think, feel and behave. Anxiety 
and depression are the most common mental health problems. 
7KH\�DUH�RIWHQ�D�UHDFWLRQ�WR�D�GLɆFXOW�OLIH�HYHQW��VXFK�DV�
bereavement, but can also be caused by work-related issues.

The impact and experience of the Covid-19 outbreak has been 
GLɅHUHQW�IRU�HYHU\RQH�¯�DV�KDV�KRZ�ZH�KDYH�UHDFWHG�¯�EXW�WKHUH�
LV�QR�GRXEW�LW�KDV�EHHQ�D�UHDOO\�GLɆFXOW�WLPH�IRU�XV�DOO��
Increasingly in these strange times we find ourselves living in, 
SDUWLFLSDQWV�DUH�FRPPHQWLQJ�WKDW�WKH\�DUH�VXɅHULQJ�IURP�
depression, express an intention to self-harm, or are even 
considering taking their own life. More and more of our 
members are contacting the confidential Codeline advisory 
service to ask how they can help in these situations, so let us 
explore this further.

Scope of guidance 
The guidance aims to help practitioners identify the signs of 
anxiety and depression to assist in their professional activities. 
The relevant clause within the MRS Code of Conduct (2019) is 
MRS Code Rule 9: Members must take all reasonable precautions 
WR�HQVXUH�WKDW�SDUWLFLSDQWV�DUH�QRW�KDUPHG�RU�DGYHUVHO\�DɅHFWHG�
by their professional activities and ensure that there are measures 
in place to guard against potential harm.

What is anxiety and depression?

Anxiety
7KLV�LV�ZKDW�ZH�IHHO�ZKHQ�ZH�DUH�ZRUULHG��WHQVH�RU�DIUDLG�¯�
particularly about things that are about to happen, or which we 
think could happen in the future. Anxiety is a natural human 
response when we perceive that we are under threat. It can be 

Essential 
safeguards: 

mental health
experienced through our thoughts, feelings and physical 
sensations. Some symptoms of anxiety may include:
O Feeling restless
O Being agitated
O Struggling to sleep and eat.

Many people feel anxious at times. It is particularly common to 
experience some anxiety while coping with stressful events or 
changes, especially if they could have a big impact on your life. 

Depression
'HSUHVVLRQ�LV�D�ORZ�PRRG�WKDW�ODVWV�IRU�D�ORQJ�WLPH�DQG�DɅHFWV�
your everyday life.

In its mildest form, depression can mean just being in low 
spirit. It does not stop you leading your normal life, but makes 
everything harder to do and seem less worthwhile. At its most 
severe, depression can be life-threatening because it can make 
you feel suicidal. Some common signs of depression:
Appearance:
O Down, upset or tearful
O Restless, agitated or irritable
O Hopeless and despairing
O Suicidal.

Behaviour:
O Self-harming or suicidal behaviour
O�'LɆFXOW\�VSHDNLQJ��WKLQNLQJ�FOHDUO\�RU�PDNLQJ�GHFLVLRQV
O�'LɆFXOW\�UHPHPEHULQJ�RU�FRQFHQWUDWLQJ�RQ�WKLQJV
O Moving very slowly or being restless and agitated.

What can be done? 
Mental health issues can be a fluctuating characteristic that 
may not necessarily be obvious at first glance. If it is known 
that the topic of the data collection is likely to cause distress, 
LW�LV�DGYLVDEOH�WR�WDNH�VWHSV�WR�DGGUHVV�DQ\�DGYHUVH�HɅHFWV�WKDW�
may occur.  

What should you do if a participant describes a mental 
GLVWUHVV�¯�IRU�H[DPSOH��D�SDUWLFLSDQW�FRPPHQWV�DERXW� 
VXɅHULQJ�IURP�GHSUHVVLRQ��VHOI�KDUPLQJ�RU�PHQWLRQV�KDYLQJ�
suicidal thoughts?
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Prepare – be able to provide helpline numbers, charity details 
DQG�DQ\�RWKHU�LQIRUPDWLRQ��WKDW�FDQ�RɅ�HU�VXSSRUW�DQG�KHOS�

Assist –�RɅ�HU�WR�SXW�WKH�SDUWLFLSDQW�LQ�WRXFK�ZLWK�LQGLYLGXDOV�
RU�VHUYLFHV�WKDW�FDQ�SURYLGH�VXSSRUW�DQG�KHOS��%HDU�LQ�
PLQG�WKDW�WKLV�PXVW�RQO\�EH�GRQH�ZLWK�SHUPLVVLRQ�RI�WKH�
SDUWLFLSDQW�¯�WKH\�PXVW�DJUHH�ZKDW�ZLOO�EH�UHYHDOHG��WR�ZKRP�
DQG�IRU�ZKDW�SXUSRVH�

Be aware – learning of others’ mental health issues can be 
GLVWUHVVLQJ�WR�KHDU��<RX�PD\�QHHG�VXSSRUW�DV�D�SUDFWLWLRQHU�
ZKHQ�WKHVH�LVVXHV�HPHUJH�LQ�\RXU�SURIHVVLRQDO�DFWLYLWLHV��7DON�WR�
VRPHRQH��VXFK�DV�D�FROOHDJXH��RU�D�ZRUNSODFH�PHQWDO�KHDOWK�
DGYLV�HU�¯�LW�LV�RIWHQ�KHOSIXO�WR�VKDUH�VXFK�H[SHULHQFHV�

�(�ޔ��'�/#*0"#/ѹ�
(DVLQJ�RI�&RYLG����UHVWULFWLRQV�ZLOO�DOORZ�XV�WR�JHW�EDFN�WR�WKH�
SHRSOH�DQG�WKLQJV�ZH�ORYH��EXW�LW�LV��LPSRUWDQW�WR�UHPHPEHU�
WKDW�VRPH�SDUWLFLSDQWV�PD\�EH�ZRUULHG�DERXW�WDNLQJ�SDUW�LQ�
IDFH�WR�IDFH�GDWD�FROOHFWLRQ�DFWLYLWLHV��(YHQ�SRVLWLYH�FKDQJH�FDQ�
OHDG�WR�DQ[LHW\��DQG�LW�FDQ�WDNH�WLPH�WR�UHDGMXVW�WR�WKLQJV�ZH�
KDYH�QRW�GRQH�IRU�D�ZKLOH��$OZD\V�HQVXUH�WKDW�SDUWLFLSDQWV�DUH�
QRW�SUHVVXUHG�WR�WDNH�SDUW�DQG�WKDW�D�SDUWLFLSDQW´V�ULJKW�WR�

ZLWKGUDZ�IURP�D�SURMHFW�DW�DQ\�VWDJH�LV�UHVSHFWHG��'RQ´W��
IRUJHW�WR�UHJXODUO\�FKHFN�WKH�056�ZHEVLWH�IRU�DQ\�XSGDWHV�WR�
WKH�JXLGDQFH�IRU�IDFH�WR�IDFH�GDWD�FROOHFWLRQ�
)HHOLQJV�RI�SRVW�ORFNGRZQ�DQ[LHW\�DUH�OLNHO\�WR�SDVV�ZLWK�

WLPH��DV�ZH�JHW�XVHG�WR�WKH�³QHZ�QRUPDO´��EXW�LW�LV�LPSRUWDQW�
WR�GR�ZKDW�ZH�FDQ�WR�WDNH�FDUH�RI�RXU�RZQ��DQG�RWKHUV´��
PHQWDO�KHDOWK�

�#�-$/$ .Ѷ�# '+'$) .��)���*((0)$/$ .
�)3$ /4
Anxiety UK: anxietyuk.org.uk 
Mind: mind.org 
Time to Change: time-to-change.org.uk/ 

� +- ..$*)
Living Life to the Full: llttf.com
Samaritans: samaritans.org 
Rethink: rethink.org 

Under-19s can speak to Childline: Call Childline on 0800 1111 
or visit childline.org.uk 
Hub of Hope: hubofhope.co.uk 
Reading Well: reading-well.org.uk/books 
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SHARPEN 
YOUR 
INSIGHT 
EDGE
The widest, most relevant 
range of research, insight and 
analytics training in the UK.

Courses are delivered in live  
virtual classrooms.              

 

MRS Training  | Giving you fresh focus to go further, faster.  
Search:     MRS Training            Contact:      training@mrs.org.uk        020 7566 1872

Save up to 

30% 
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or company partner
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L ast month, MRS issued its 
annual review for 2020/21. 
As with all tumultuous 
periods in history, we can 

already see what wasn’t apparent then: 
the emergence of something new 
and – in some areas – better than what 
existed before.

While it’s too soon to draw many 
conclusions, I am certain that not only 
did the research sector respond 
admirably to the challenges, but we were 
also active in finding solutions, adapting 
to the unknown and, ultimately, 
redefining our value to business and 
society. However, I sincerely wish the 
circumstances that have allowed our 
VHFWRU�WR�VKLQH�ZHUH�GLɅHUHQW�

Looking forward, MRS is expanding its 
focus beyond the UK and Ireland. We are 
now delivering online training and events, 
best-practice guidance and industry news 
to a global audience, every hour of every 
day. That’s why international brands and 
agencies – recently TikTok, John Lewis 
and that most international of 
organisations, Nato – feel well served by 
RXU�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�$ɆOLDWHV�VFKHPH�

The scourge of Covid-19 has had one 
benefit that we must seize and not waste. 
It has inadvertently highlighted many 

Beyond 
borders
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inequalities in our societies. I am a 
firm believer that the research and 
insight sector is a critical lever to help 
drive fundamental changes in how we 
live and how we value the planet, and 
one another. Organisations such as 
your own and MRS are increasingly 
taking a leadership role in addressing 
these inequalities.

That’s why we launched the MRS 
inclusion pledge in 2019, followed this 
year by the net zero pledge. So far, 
more than 100 companies have signed 
up for one or both. 

In December, you must look out for 
the publication of the Research Live 
Industry Report 2022. It includes 
the MRS League Tables, gender pay 
gap reporting, and client views on the 
year ahead. 

Thank you – our members and 
company partners – for your role in 
helping our sector rally against 
adversity. I would also like to thank all 
those sponsors and advertisers that 
support us financially, and the many 
professionals who sit on our various 
boards, committees and groups giving 
so much of their time and expertise.

Stay well, and I look forward to 
working with you in the years to come.

,  

SHARPEN 
YOUR 
INSIGHT 
EDGE
The widest, most relevant 
range of research, insight and 
analytics training in the UK.

Courses are delivered in live  
virtual classrooms.              

 

MRS Training  | Giving you fresh focus to go further, faster.  
Search:     MRS Training            Contact:      training@mrs.org.uk        020 7566 1872

Save up to 

30% 
As an MRS member 
or company partner

Sector and  
MRS news 

Research Heroes
To mark our 75th anniversary, 
ˀ˅ˆ�˛˔˦�ˣ˨˕˟˜˦˛˘˗�˧˛˘�Ё˥˦˧�
set of 25 Research Heroes 
as part of a programme to 
spotlight heroic individuals 
in the research sector. 
The list includes people – 
in both client-side and 
supplier-side roles, 
spanning functions from 
operations to account 
management – who are 
working to make a difference. 
See the latest list of heroes at 
research-live.com

Net zero pledge signees
Since its launch in June, 
more than 35 research 
organisations have signed up 
to the MRS net zero pledge. 
This manifesto for 
sustainability asks CEOs to 
make four commitments 
towards ensuring that their 
organisations are net zero 
by 2026. Signees of the 
pledge are required to be an 
accredited company partner. 
There will be a range of 
events in the autumn on 
sustainability, including 
the Sustainability Summit 
and a webinar sharing 
best practice on how to get 
to net zero.  
For more information, visit 
mrs.org.uk/topic/
sustainability-in-research
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Mentoring  
scheme

Give your career a boost with 
our mentoring scheme  
Our specialist mentoring scheme 
provides members with a 
framework to develop a broader set 
of competences and interpersonal 
skills. Mentoring can help you to 
review your approaches and 
optimise your thinking – and 
the MRS scheme is designed 
especially for research 
professionals. As a member, you can 
apply to be a part of the mentoring 
scheme, where members are 
matched with an experienced senior 
professional. There are currently 
more than 100 active partnerships.

Code of 
Conduct

Demonstrate your adherence 
to research standards
For 60 years, the MRS Code of 
Conduct has been the foundation 
of good research practice, setting 
out the professional standards that 
all practitioners must maintain. 
Being a member ensures that 
you are recognised for your 
commitment to these principles. 
The current edition of the Code of 
Conduct has been operative since 
1 October 2019, and was revised to 
encompass the requirements of the 
UK’s Data Protection Act 2018 and 
to include a broader selection of 
data-collection processes.

Specialist  
networks

Sign up to a range of specialist 
interest groups and networks
As a member, there is a wide range 
of special interest groups with which 
you can get involved. If you are 
analytically minded, you can sign up 
to the ADA network, which holds 
regular symposia and webinars on the 
latest data science. If you are under 
30 years old, join &more, the young 
researcher network that benefits 
from cutting-edge events, peer 
support and plenty of freebies. 
Supporting our work on inclusion? 
Check out MRSpride which runs 
events exploring LGBTQ+ 
representation in the sector.

Making the most of 
your membership
MRS membership shows your commitment to research excellence, connects you to a network 
of more than 4,000 professionals, and gives you access to a huge range of specialist benefits.

ʴ˖˖˘˦˦�ˬˢ˨˥�˕˘ˡ˘Ё˧˦
O  Sign into your MyMRS member account at mrs.org.uk 

to access all of your benefits
O  Don’t have an account? It’s easy to create one at  

mrs.org.uk (top right-hand tab). From here you can 
˔˖˖˘˦˦�ˬˢ˨˥�˕˘ˡ˘Ё˧˦ʟ�˔˦�˪˘˟˟�˔˦�˥˘˔˗�ˣ˥˘ˠ˜˨ˠ�˖ˢˡ˧˘ˡ˧�
on research-live.com

O  The benefits available in your MyMRS account include: 
GDPR resources; pre-recorded webinars; the Sage 
Research Methods; guidance on the Code of Conduct; 
case studies; and IJMR (for CMRS and Fellows)

  MRS

˪˪˪ʡˠ˥˦ʡˢ˥˚ʡ˨˞ʢˠ˘ˠ˕˘˥˦˛˜ˣʢ˕˘ˡ˘Ё˧˦
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Conferences
Data Analytics: Tools and 
Methodologies
Hear case studies demonstrating 
the application of advanced 
analytics for improved modelling 
and segmentations, customer 
journey mapping and automated 
benchmark analysis, as well as 
chatbot-based insight generation.
14 October 

Sustainability Summit
Join the debate on how insight can 
˜ˡЂ˨˘ˡ˖˘�ˢ˨˧ˣ˨˧˦�˧˛˔˧�˛˘˟ˣ�
engage business and consumers 
with climate action. This summit 
showcases processes, products 
and approaches that can improve 
environmental footprints and 
deliver behavioural change. 
11 November 

Online Courses
Creating a Culture of 
Insightment
Find new ways of exploring, 
˗˘Ёˡ˜ˡ˚�˔ˡ˗�˖˔ˣ˧˨˥˜ˡ˚�˧˛˘�
famously elusive ‘wild insight’ 
that goes beyond traditional 
‘insight from data’ approaches.
8 October 

Project Management 
Masterclass
With projects often the 
cornerstone of a researcher’s 
work, learn the fundamental 
skills and processes of effective 
project management.
13 October 

Review and Refresh Your 
Surveys
Gain practical guidance on how to 

conduct a robust review of your 
quantitative surveys, with options 
for refreshing them to better 
address today’s challenges.
14 October 

Online Qualitative 
Techniques
Understand the range of online 
techniques that are now part of 
the qualitative researcher’s toolkit, 
including communities and 
ethnographic research.
19 October 

Effective Depth 
Interviewing  
Learn the theory and practices 
of online, telephone and face-to-
face depth interviewing, in this 
lively interactive course. 
20 October 

ʼˡЂ˨˘ˡ˖˘�˔ˡ˗�ʼˠˣ˔˖˧
Evaluate your personal impact 
˔ˡ˗�˜ˡ˖˥˘˔˦˘�ˬˢ˨˥�˜ˡЂ˨˘ˡ˖˘�
in business through emotional 
intelligence and developing 
rapport through non-verbal 
communication. 
21 October

Introduction to Moderating
Maximise your potential as a 
moderator by managing your 
nerves, using stimulus material 
and projective techniques, and 

˗˘˔˟˜ˡ˚�˪˜˧˛�˗˜˙Ё˖˨˟˧�˥˘˦ˣˢˡ˗˘ˡ˧˦ʡ
22 October 

One Day MBA
Journey to the heart of successful 
business administration with the 
key management tools that 
deliver value and optimum 
commercial outcomes. 
1 November 

Infographics and Insight 
Visualisation
Understand visual storytelling 
to navigate through our 
information-loaded era and learn 
to create tailor-made, high-
impact data infographics.    
3 November 

Online Panels and 
Communities
Discover how best to build, 
develop and maintain online 
panels or communities 
using web 2.0 for research, 
as well as options for software 
and resourcing. 
4 November

Moderating Masterclass
Boost your moderating skills with 
practical tips, individual feedback 
and group coaching, to gain 
understanding about what goes 
on beneath the talking. 
5+8 November 

Diary dates

  Professional  
webinars and  
speaker evenings are 
free for members.  
For information on all 
MRS events go to

www.mrs.org.uk/events

Virtual: all courses and conferences are live and interactive

MRS  
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  In seven   Charlene Li

Charlene Li is founder and senior fellow at Altimeter, 
researching digital transformation, leadership and the future of 
work. She is the author of six books, including Open Leadership, 
Groundswell and The Disruption Mindset. Li previously worked 
as a principal analyst at Forrester Research, covering interactive 
advertising, search marketing, and the rise of social media

1 The past 18 months have been 
disruptive for businesses – how can 

organisations shift their mindset to focus 
on the next phase of growth?
When disruptions such as Covid-19 
#�++ )Ѷ�)  �.��*)ҁ/�"*��2�4�Ҍ�/# 4�.#$ȅѵ�
Growth comes from meeting these 
changing needs and now is a great time to 
look for them, because disruptions create 
*++*-/0)$/$ .�!*-�"-*2/#ѵ��0/�4*0�)  ��/*�
(*1 �,0$�&'4ѵ

2 How can businesses prepare for the 
future at times of uncertainty?

�4�" //$)"�� // -��/�(�&$)"�� �$.$*).�
without all of the information and being 
comfortable with the outcome, regardless 
*!�2# /# -�$/ҁ.�$)�4*0-�!�1*0-�*-�)*/ѵ�
�( �ޔ(*� ��*( .�!-*(�&)*2$)"�/#�/Ѷ�
 $/# -�2�4Ѷ�4*0ҁ''�� ���ѵ�
)�/# � )�Ѷ�/#�/ҁ.�
the best way to prepare – by building up 
4*0-���( �ޔ(* �/#�/Ѷ� 1 )�$)�/$( .�*!�
"- �/�0)� -/�$)/4Ѷ�4*0�2$''�� ���ѵ

3 What does good leadership look like 
in 2021?

Leadership is a relationship between 
people who want to create change and 
/#*. �$).+$- ��/*�!*''*2�/# (ѵ�
)�спсрѶ�
leaders take to heart the importance of 
leaning into creating and deepening 
relationships, so they reduce the power 
distance between them and the front lines 
*!�/# �*-"�)$.�/$*)ѵ��# 4��'.*�!*./ -���
sense of agency among employees so 
that they think and act like owners – and 

they communicate a clear vision of the 
!0/0- �/# 4�2�)/�/*�(�)$! ./ѵ

4 Are senior management teams paying 
enough attention to research?


ҁ��'$& �/*�+#-�. �/#�/��)*/# -�2�4ѷ��- �
they paying enough attention to the 
!0/0- Ѽ�� ��0. �/#�/ҁ.�2#�/�- . �-�#�
does – it gives you a glimpse of what 
�*0'��� Ѷ�#*2 1 -�$(+ -! �/�$/�$.ѵ��**��
research looks to the future and what is 
possible, rather than looking back in time 
/*�2#�/ҁ.��'- ��4�#�++ ) �ѵ�� )$*-�
management need to look far into the 
future so they can set the company’s 
high-level strategy for how they will get 
/# - ѵ��''�/**�*ȅ )Ѷ�/#�/�!0/0- �$.��-$1 )��4�
gut feelings and hunches, rather than 
- . �-�#ѵ��*�)*2Ѷ�)*/�) �-'4� )*0"#�
attention is being paid to research 
because senior management isn’t actively 
thinking or working on the future as much 
�.�$/�.#*0'��� ѵ

5 What will be the greatest 
management challenge in post-

pandemic workplaces?
Re-establishing agreements, norms, 
routines, and rituals that take into 
account a new relationship between 
 (+'*4 -.��)�� (+'*4  .ѵ�� �#�1 ��  )�
to the brink and experienced a level of 
$)/$(��4�/#�/�2 �) 1 -� 3+ �/ �ѵ�� ��- �
*ȅ )�1$-/0�''4�$)� ��#�*/# -ҁ.�#*0. .��)��
� �-**(.�$!�2 ��- �- (*/ �2*-& -.ѵ�
�# - ҁ.�)*�"*$)"����&�/*�/# �)*-(�'Ѷ��)��

4 /��-�ȅ$)"���) 2�)*-(�'�$.�"*$)"�/*�/�& �
time, patience, and a lot of discussion that 
(�)�" ( )/�$.�)*/�0. ��/*�#�1$)"ѵ

6 How can research business leaders 
attract more new recruits to 

the industry?
�4�"-*0)�$)"�/# �- . �-�#�2 ��*�/*�
- �'Ҋ2*-'��+-*�' (.ѵ�
�.*( /$( .�.  �
research about a new technology or 
innovation, and while it’s interesting, it’s a 
data dump with very little insight into 
2#�/�$/�( �).ѵ��#�/��* .�/# �- . �-�#�
mean for customers, employers, brands 
and the environment? Make the questions 
we answer with research robust, holistic 
and relevant to the world and we will 
have people banging down the doors to 
2*-&�$)�/# �$)�0./-4ѵ

7 Do businesses need to rethink their 
relationships with consumers?

� .Ѷ��*)./�)/'4ѵ��*).0( -.�&  +�
changing at astounding speeds — for 
 3�(+' Ѷ��$&�*&��$�)ҁ/� 3$./�2# )�/# �
seniors that graduated this spring started 
#$"#�.�#**'ѵ��4�!�-�/# ��$"" ./�($./�& �
that companies make is assuming that 
their customers today will be their 
�0./*( -.�/*(*--*2ѵ��*0���)ҁ/��..0( �
/#�/ҁ.�/# ���. ѵ�
)./ ��Ѷ�� ��*)./�)/'4�
examining the fringes of your customers 
to look for indications of emerging future 
customers, because that’s where your 
!0/0- �+*/ )/$�'�"-*2/#��*0'��� ѵ��0/�4*0�
2*)ҁ/�&)*2�0)' ..�4*0�'**&ѵ

7
Manifesto for Sustainability

MRS
Net Zero
Pledge

MRS
Net Zero
Pledge
A manifesto for sustainability

The research sector is taking steps to  
be part of the solution to the growing  
climate emergency. The first 
sustainability step for research 
organisations is the MRS Net Zero Pledge.

The Net Zero 
Pledge commits to: 

Delivering  
net zero by 2026 

Publishing  
carbon emissions 

Collaborating  
across the sector
 

Encouraging  
the conversation

To find out more contact mrs.ceo@mrs.org.uk

20+
organisations  
have signed up
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The
Research 
Buyers Guide

Build your business 
with overseas 
opportunities 

mrs.org.uk/directory

  rbg@mrs.org.uk     

  020 7566 1853 

Contact:

Advertise in:

50% 
increase in tra!c in the last year, 
with 4,000+ visitors a month

214% 
increase in tra!c from Asia, 
noticeably India and China

47%
increase in tra!c from Europe
in the last year

Now international in scope, the Research 
Buyers Guide was established as the 

only source of accredited market and 
social research organisations in the UK 

and Ireland. Featuring agencies from 
around the world offering the full range of 

research specialisms, this is the starting 
point for quality research.
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